CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR
AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE AUTHORITY
MEETING AGENDA
February 15, 2018
6:00 PM

The Mission of the City of Coalinga is to provide for the preservation of the
community character by delivering quality, responsive City services, in an efficient
and cost-effective manner, and to develop, encourage, and promote a diversified
economic base in order to ensure the future financial stability of the City for its
citizens.
Notice is hereby given that the City Council will hold a Regular Meeting, on February
15, 2018 in the City Council Chambers, 155 West Durian Avenue, Coalinga, CA.
Persons with disabilities who may need assistance should contact the Deputy City
Clerk at least 24 hours prior to the meeting at 935-1533 x113. Anyone interested in
translation services should contact the Deputy City Clerk at least 24 hours prior to the
meeting at 935-1533 x113. The Meeting will begin at 6:00 p.m. and the Agenda will be as
follows:
1.

CALL TO ORDER
1. Pledge of Allegiance
2. Changes to the Agenda
3. Council's Approval of Agenda

2.

AWARDS, PRESENTATIONS, APPOINTMENTS AND PROCLAMATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Proclamation - Coalinga School Choice Week
Recognition of Ken Stoppenbrink for Service to the City of Coalinga
Recognition of Outstanding Service - Kenny Zelenka
Recognition of Outstanding Service - Mario Cruz

CITIZEN COMMENTS

This section of the agenda allows members of the public to address the City Council on
any item not otherwise on the agenda. Members of the public, when recognized by the
Mayor, should come forward to the lectern, identify themselves and use the microphone.

Comments are normally limited to three (3) minutes. In accordance with State Open
Meeting Laws, no action will be taken by the City Council this evening and all items will
be referred to staff for follow up and a report.
4.

PUBLIC HEARINGS (NONE)

5.

CONSENT CALENDAR
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
6.

Approval of Resolution No. 3797 Supporting and Implementing the "Timely Use of
Funding" as Required by AB1012 for Candidate Federal Transportation Act Projects
Review and Approve Resolution No. 3798 supporting the "Reducing Crime and
Keeping California Safe Act of 2018"
Adopt Resolution No. 3799 Assistant Engineer Job Description and Resolution No.
3800 Public Utilities Coordinator Job Description
Adopt Resolution No. 3801 Authorizing an Interfund Loan from the Natural Gas
Enterprise Fund to the General Fund
Adopt Resolution No. 3802 approving the Memorandum of Understanding between
the Fresno Council of Governments and the City of Coalinga for the Regional
Pavement Management System
Authorize Contracts for Intergovernmental Transfer Program Participation
Declare Old Patrol Cars as Surplus Property and Donate or Sell two of them at a
Minimual Fee to Allied Agencies
Approval of an Amended Agreement for Consulting Services between the City of
Coalinga and Interstate Gas Services, Inc. for Utility-Related Consulting Services
Award of Contract to Frisch Engineering, Inc. for Water Treatment Plant (WTP) and
Distribution System Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) System
Upgrade
Update on Councilman Ramsey's Request for a Presentation by an AT&T
Representative Regarding Internet Access in Coalinga
Approve Purchase of 10" Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) for P-12 Motor at Water
Treatment Plant
Direct Staff to Reestablish the Neighborhood Watch Program
Direct Staff to Reach Out to Local Non-Profit Organizations to Obtain Information on
Social Services Provided and Place Informatio on City Website
Direct Staff to Explore Options for Police Department Self-Reporting
Approval of City Manager Performance Review Form
Approval of City Attorney Performance Review Form
Public Works & Utilities Monthly Report for January 2018

ORDINANCE PRESENTATION, DISCUSSION AND POTENTIAL ACTION ITEMS
1.

2.

Appointment of a Planning Commissioner for Future Vacancy in the Planning
Commission
Sean Brewer, Community Development Director
Discussion, Direction and Potential Action regarding Placing the Status of City
Projects on the City of Coalinga Website

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director
Discussion, Direction and Potential Action regarding Directing Staff to work with a
company to update the City's Website to Enhance Transparency with City Budgets,
Projects, and Community Outreach
Sean Brewer, Community Development Director
Discussion, Direction and Potential Action regarding Waiving Yard Sale Permit
Requirement for an Additional Year
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Discussion and Direction regarding Establishing Voting Districts for City Council
Elections
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Discussion and Direction regarding Credit Card Payments Accepted by the City of
Coalinga for Utility Billing Payments

CITIZEN COMMENTS

This section of the agenda allows members of the public to address the City Council on
any item not otherwise on the agenda. Members of the public, when recognized by the
Mayor, should come forward to the lectern, identify themselves and use the microphone.
Comments are normally limited to three (3) minutes. In accordance with State Open
Meeting Laws, no action will be taken by the City Council this evening and all items will
be referred to staff for follow up and a report.
8.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. City Manager's Announcements
2. Councilmembers' Announcements/Reports
3. Mayor's Announcements

9.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

10. CLOSED SESSION
1.

CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS – Government Code 54957.6.
CITY NEGOTIATORS: City Manager, Marissa Trejo; City Attorney, Mario Zamora.
EMPLOYEE (ORGANIZATION): General Employees and International Association
of Firefighters

2.

CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL - ANTICIPATED LITIGATION.
Significant Exposure to Litigation Pursuant to Paragraph (2) of Subdivision (d) of
Section 54956.9 - 1 case

3.

CITY ATTORNEY'S PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - Government Code
54957(b)

4.

CITY MANAGER’S PERFORMANCE EVALUATION – Government Code
54957(b)

11. ADJOURNMENT
Closed Session: A "Closed" or "Executive" Session of the City Council, Successor Agency,
or Public Finance Authority may be held as required for items as follows: personnel matters;

labor negotiations; security matters; providing instructions to real property negotiators; legal
counsel regarding pending litigation; and protection of records exempt from public disclosure.
Closed session will be held in the Administration Building at 155 W. Durian Avenue and any
announcements or discussion will be held at the same location following Closed Session.

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Approval of Resolution No. 3797 Supporting and Implementing the "Timely Use of
Funding" as Required by AB1012 for Candidate Federal Transportation Act
Projects
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Sean Brewer, Community Development Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended by the City Manager and Community Development Director that the Coalinga City
Council approve Resolution No. 3797, supporting and implementing the “Timely Use of Funding” as
required by AB 1012, Project Delivery Schedules for the Federal Transportation Projects in the
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG).

II. BACKGROUND:
Federal and State Transportation funds for STBG are allocated through a competitive grant process from the
Fresno COG every two years. The City of Coalinga applied for funds for one priority project (Polk Street
from Elm Ave to 5th Street).
The City has requested and has been tentatively awarded $396,000 in funding for a project that includes full
street reconstruction, ADA sidewalk improvements and bicycle lane striping. Total project costs are anticipated
to reach $570,000.

III. DISCUSSION:
Grant funding provides an important revenue stream to help offset costs of transportation needs in the City.
STBG grants require the city to provide matching funds in the minimum amount of 11.47% of the total
project costs. Matching funds will be provided by the City from the various street fund revenues. Tri-City
Engineering will be developing the project cost estimates and construction schedule which will provide for
pre-construction planning and design in 2019-2020 and construction in 2020-2021. If the City is in a position
to expedite this project there are always opportunities to request authorization of funds early if federal funds
are available.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
None - this resolution is required as a condition of funding should the City be awarded STBG funding
this cycle.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:

None - This action authorizes the timely use of grant funds.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
STBG_Resolution_3797.doc

Description
STBG Resolution 3797

RESOLUTION NO. 3797
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF COALINGA CITY COUNCIL
SUPPORTING AND IMPLEMENTING THE “TIMELY USE OF FUNDING”
FOR FEDERAL AND STATE FUNDED PROJECTS

WHERAS, AB 1012 has been enacted into State Law in part to provide for the “timely
use” of State and Federal funding; and
WHEREAS, the City of Coalinga is able to apply for and receive Federal and State
funding under the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program;
WHEREAS, the City desires to ensure that its projects are delivered in a timely manner
to preclude the Fresno Region from losing those funds for non-delivery; and
WHEREAS, it is understood by the City that failure for not meeting project delivery dates
for any phase of a project may jeopardize federal or state funding to the Region; and
WHEREAS, the City must demonstrate dedicated and available local matching funds;
and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Council hereby agrees to ensure that all
project delivery deadlines for all project phases will be met or exceeded.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that failure to meet project delivery deadlines may be
deemed as sufficient cause for the Fresno Council of Governments Policy Board to terminate an
agency’s project and reprogram Federal/State funds as deemed necessary.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council does direct its management and
engineering staffs to ensure all projects are carried out in a timely manner as per the
requirements of AB 1012 and the directive of the City Council.
THE FOREGOING RESOLTION was passed and adopted by the Council on February
15, 2018.

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
ATTEST:

___________________________
Mayor/Mayor Pro-Tem
___________________________
City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Review and Approve Resolution No. 3798 supporting the "Reducing Crime and
Keeping California Safe Act of 2018"
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Michael Salvador, Chief of Police

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Review and approve resolution #3798 supporting the Reducing Crime and Keeping California Safe Act of
2018.

II. BACKGROUND:
This initiative is being offered in response to the passage of Prop. 47 and 57 by the California Police Chiefs
Association and other interested parties.

III. DISCUSSION:
Over the last several legislative sessions and election cycles, the California Police Chiefs Association
and law enforcement partners have tried our best to integrate a series of major reforms into our criminal
justice system.
However, the cumulative effect has created impacts to our communities that we cannot ignore.
But it's important to note that in addressing these consequences, we are not proposing to do away with
all of the recent changes, and in no way are we advocating for a system of mass incarceration.
In general, the overall intent of the prior measures has been to increase opportunities for rehabilitation
while lowering recidivism and incarceration rates.
But these major policy changed have resulted in a series of unintended consequences that have
negatively impacted public safety in communities throughout the state of California.
Changes meant to help keep someone who steals a magazine out of jail, are now allowing individuals to
steal up to $950 repeatedly from stores and businesses.
Additionally, reform intended to lower penalties on personal drug use and theft have diminished the
amount of evidence law enforcement can collect to help solve cold case murders, rapes, and robberies.
And modifications to our parole system designed to apply to non-violent offenders are set to
potentially provide early release to serious domestic abusers.
This initiative will help crack down on repeat offenders and protect our most vulnerable victims from
dangerous individuals who take advantage of our laws, our businesses, and our communities.

As your Chief I personally endorse this attempt to fix the damage that has been done to our community and
others around the state.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
Do not support the resolution.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name

Description

RESO#3798_021518.pdf

Resolution No. 3798

Initiative_Fact_Sheet.pdf

Information Sheet

RESOLUTION NO. 3798
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COALINGA SUPPORTING THE
“REDUCING CRIME AND KEEPING CALIFORNIA SAFE ACT OF 2018”
WHEREAS, protecting every person in our state, including our most vulnerable children, from violent
crime is of the utmost importance. Murderers, rapists, child molesters and other violent criminals should not
be released early from prison; and
WHEREAS, since 2014, California has had a larger increase in violent crime than the rest of the
United States. Since 2013, violent crime in Los Angeles has increased 69.5%. Violent crime in Sacramento
rose faster during the first six months of 2015 than in any of the 25 largest
U.S. cities tracked by the FBI; and
WHEREAS, The FBI Preliminary Semiannual Uniform Crime Report for 2017, which tracks crimes
committed during the first six months of the past year in U. S. cities with populations over 100,000, indicates
that last year violent crime increased again in most of California’s largest cities.
WHEREAS, recent changes to parole laws allowed the early release of dangerous criminals by the
law's failure to define certain crimes as "violent." These changes allowed individuals convicted of sex
trafficking of children, rape of an unconscious person, felony assault with a deadly weapon, battery on a
police officer or firefighter, and felony domestic violence to be considered "nonviolent offenders."; and
WHEREAS, as a result, these so-called "non-violent" offenders are eligible for early release from
prison after serving only a fraction of the sentence ordered by a judge; and
WHEREAS, violent offenders are also being allowed to remain free in our communities even when
they commit new crimes and violate the terms of their post release community supervision, like the gang
member charged with the murder of Whittier Police Officer, Keith Boyer; and
WHEREAS, this measure reforms the law so felons who violate the terms of their release can be
brought back to court and held accountable for such violations; and
WHEREAS, nothing in this act is intended to create additional "strike" offenses which would increase
the state prison population, nor is it intended to affect the ability of the California Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation to award educational and merit credits; and
WHEREAS, recent changes to California law allow individuals who steal repeatedly to face few
consequences, regardless of their criminal record or how many times they steal; and
WHEREAS, as a result, between 2014 and 2016, California had the 2nd highest increase in theft and
property crimes in the United States, while most states have seen a steady decline. According to the
California Department of Justice, the value of property stolen in 2015 was $2.5 billion with an increase of 13
percent since 2014, the largest single-year increase in at least ten years; and
WHEREAS, grocery store operators around the state have seen unprecedented increases in the
amount of losses associated with shoplifting in their stores, with some reporting up to 150% increases in
these losses from 2012 to present, with the largest jumps occurring since 2014; and
WHEREAS, shoplifting incidents have started to escalate in such a manner that have endangered
innocent customers and employees; and

WHEREAS, individuals who repeatedly steal often do so to support their drug habit. Recent changes
to California law have reduced judges' ability to order individuals convicted of repeated theft crimes into
effective drug treatment programs; and
WHEREAS, California needs stronger laws for those who are repeatedly convicted of theft related
crimes, which will encourage those who repeatedly steal to support their drug problem to enter into existing
drug treatment programs. This measure enacts such reforms; and
WHEREAS, collecting DNA from criminals is essential to solving violent crimes. Over 450 violent
crimes including murder, rape and robbery have gone unsolved because DNA is being collected from fewer
criminals; and
WHEREAS, DNA collected in 2015 from a convicted child molester solved the rape- murders of two
six-year-old boys that occurred three decades ago in Los Angeles County. DNA collected in 2016 from an
individual caught driving a stolen car solved the 2012 San Francisco Bay Area rape/murder of an 83-year-old
woman; and
WHEREAS, recent changes to California law unintentionally eliminated DNA collection for theft and
drug crimes. This measure restores DNA collection from persons convicted for such offenses; and
WHEREAS, permitting collection of more DNA samples will help identify suspects, clear the innocent
and free the wrongly convicted, and
WHEREAS, this measure does not affect existing legal safeguards that protect the privacy of
individuals by allowing for the removal of their DNA profile if they are not charged with a crime, are acquitted
or are found innocent.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Coalinga herby supports
the Reducing Crime and Keeping California Safe Act of 2018.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Coalinga on the 15th day of February,
2018 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAINED:
ABSENT:
APPROVED:
___________________________
Nathan Vosburg, Mayor
ATTEST:
___________________________
City Clerk / Deputy City Clerk

An Initiative for Public Safety
VIOLENT CRIME

n Expands the list of violent crimes for which early release is not an option
n Under current law, rape of an unconscious person, trafficking a child for sex,
assault of a peace officer, felony domestic violence and other similar crimes are not
classified as “violent felonies” — making criminals convicted of these crimes eligible
for early release

DNA COLLECTION

n Reinstates DNA collection for certain crimes that were reduced to misdemeanors as
part of Proposition 47
n Multiple studies have shown that DNA collected from theft and drug crimes has
helped solve other violent crimes, including robbery, rape and murder. Since passage
of Prop. 47, cold case hits have dropped over 2,000, with more than 450 of those hits
connected to violent crimes

SERIAL THEFT

n Revises the theft threshold by adding a felony for serial theft — when a person is
caught for the 3rd time stealing with a value of $250
n Prop. 47 changed the dollar threshold for theft to be considered a felony — from
$450 to $950. As a result, there has been an explosion of serial theft and an inability
of law enforcement to prosecute these crimes effectively. Theft has increased by
12% to 25%, with losses of a billion dollars since the law was passed.

PAROLE VIOLATIONS

n Requires the Board of Parole Hearings to consider an inmate’s entire criminal history
when deciding parole, not just his most recent commitment offense; and requires a
mandatory hearing to determine whether parole should be revoked for any parolee
who violates the terms of his parole for the third time
n AB 109 bases parole solely on an offender’s commitment offense, resulting in the
release of inmates with serious and violent criminal histories. Moreover, parolees who
repeatedly violate the terms of their parole currently face few consequences, allowing
them to remain on the street

For more information, please visit www.keepcalsafe.org.

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Adopt Resolution No. 3799 Assistant Engineer Job Description and Resolution
No. 3800 Public Utilities Coordinator Job Description
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
City Manager recommends Council adopt Resolution 3799 approving Assistant Engineer Job Description
and Resolution 3800 approving Public Utilities Coordinator Job Description.

II. BACKGROUND:
This is the next part of reorganizing the Public Works & Utilities Department. Revisions to the Maintenance
Worker and Treatment Plant Operator Job Descriptions is also planned next. The reorganization is an overall
effort to ensure the structure exists within the Department to successfully accomplish its goals and objectives.
Currently, the Department has too many management positions while other critical functions of the
Department are being delayed or not addressed at all. Many projects are already earmarked for the next three
years and new projects are arriving weekly. Likewise, the cross-connection program, required by the State,
has no one assigned to this full time task.

III. DISCUSSION:
The vacant Field Services Manager position is being reclassified to the Public Utilities Coordinator. The
remaining Assistant Field Services Manager position is filled and will be reclassified to the Assistant Engineer
position only through attrition. Both reclassifications will result in significant savings to the enterprise fund
accounts.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
Do not approve.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
This will have a positive impact on the Enterprise Fund accounts with an estimated net savings of $40,000 to
the Enterprise Funds.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name

Description

Assistant_Engineer.doc

Assistant Engineer Job Description

Resolution_3799_Assistant_Engineer_Job_Descrition.docx

Resolution No 3799

Public_Utilities_Coordinator.doc

Public Utilities Coordinator Job Description

Resolution_3800_Public_Utilities_Coordinator_Job_Descrition.docx

Resolution No 3800

City of Coalinga
155 W. Durian
Coalinga, CA 93210

Assistant Engineer
Pay Class: 28 Basic
FLSA Non Exempt

DEFINITION
Under the general supervision of the Public Works Supervisor, performs a variety of professional
and technical engineering work in the design and construction of public works facilities and
projects.

EXAMPLES OF ESSENTIAL DUTIES
NOTE: Examples listed in this class specification represents but is not necessarily exhaustive or
descriptive of duties assigned to this position. Each individual in this classification may not
necessarily perform all the duties listed. Further, management is not precluded from assigning
other related tasks not listed herein if such duties are a logical assignment for this position.
•

Assists with the development of engineering plans and specifications for roads, storm drains,
and transportation facility projects.

•

Researches project design requirements.

•

Performs complex calculations and prepares estimates of time and material costs.

•

Performs public works global positioning system (gps) projects.

•

May maintain the engineering, inspections and/or water resources GIS system.

•

Conducts field surveys, operating a variety of surveying equipment.

•

Prepares grant applications.

•

Reviews and evaluates soils and materials test.

•

May be responsible for the pavement management system.

•

Orders survey, mapping, and data collection for a variety of projects.

•

Assists with developing solutions to a variety of engineering problems.

•

Researches publications and sources for information to be incorporated into projects.

•

Develops revised design and construction standards for the Department of Public Works and
Utilities facilities and projects.

•

Investigates field problems affecting property owner and contractors.

•

Prepares cost estimates and feasibility reports for projects.

•

Administers contracts for construction projects.
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•

Participates in plan checks and reviews for private developments.

•

Prepares special engineering studies and projects.

•

Reviews subdivision improvement plans, parcel maps, and road and grading plans for
conformance with engineering standards and appropriate laws, ordinances, and regulations.

•

Provides engineering support for construction projects.

•

Assists with review of work performed by engineering consultants.

•

Coordinates projects with other City departments and agencies.

•

May coordinate construction projects with contractors; serves as liaison with the public and
contractors explaining department policies and requirements on engineering issues.

•

Performs other duties as assigned.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
NOTE: The specifications listed below outline the desirable qualifications necessary for entry
into the class and do not necessarily convey the qualifications of incumbents within the position.
Education:

Equivalent to graduation from a four (4) year college or university with a major in
Civil Engineering or a related field.

Experience:

Two (2) years of responsible engineering work experience is desirable.

Licenses:

Possession of, or ability to obtain, a valid and current Class C California Driver’s
License; Must be insurable under the City’s insurance policy without any
additional premiums or costs being incurred by the City.

Certifications:

The following certificate is highly desirable and comes with a 10% pay incentive:
•

Other:

Engineer in Training Certificate (EIT) issued by the State of California.

Must be a U.S. citizen or Legal Resident Alien; pass a background investigation,
physical examination including drug test; and successfully complete a one-year
probationary period.

NOTE: It is the responsibility of the employee to renew all applicable license(s) and to maintain
the validity of the certificates and licenses. The City will cover the costs associated with the
renewal expenses.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
NOTE: The following are a representative sample of the KSA’s necessary to perform essential
tasks of the position.
Knowledge of: Principles, practices and methods of civil engineering as applied to the design,
construction and maintenance of roads, drainage systems, water treatment, water distribution,
wastewater treatment and wastewater collection. Preparation of designs, plans and specifications
for engineering projects. Construction methods, materials and equipment. Contract administration.
Proper inspection methods and procedures. Research and statistical methods. Computer Aided
Drafting. Use of computers and computer applications related to engineering work. Principles of
lead direction, work condition and training.
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Skill and Ability to: Communicate clearly and concisely, orally and in writing; Operate a
computer and appropriate software in the performance of job responsibilities; Regularly work well
under pressure, meeting multiple and sometimes conflicting deadlines.

ATTITUDE
Characterized by initiative, commitment to teamwork and quality performance, and a customerservice orientation; must interact in a positive manner with City employees and the public.

PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
NOTE: The physical demands described herein are representative of those that must be met by
an employee to successfully perform the essential duties of this classification. Reasonable
accommodations may be made to enable an individual with qualified disabilities to perform the
essential functions of this job, on a case-by-case basis.
Work is performed in office and outside environments; exposure to variations in temperature,
weather and humidity; work is performed in an environment with constant noise; exposure to gases,
solvents, fumes, dust, grease and oils; exposure to moving equipment and electrical current and
voltage; constant contact with staff and the public. Frequently stand and walk; ability to sit, walk
on slopped ground and slippery and uneven surfaces; normal manual dexterity and eye-hand
coordination; ability to lift and move heavier objects with assistance; ability to bend, stoop, kneel,
crawl and crouch; corrected hearing and vision to normal range; verbal communication; use of
telephone, office equipment, and FAX. Employee is required to wear personal protective
equipment (PPE) appropriate for job assignments and Cal OSHA standards.

Approved by: _______________________________ ____________
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Date
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RESOLUTION NO. 3799
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COALINGA ASSISTANT
ENGINEER JOB DESCRIPTION
WHEREAS, the City Manager and his staff have presented the City Council with a
Assistant Engineer Job Description; and
WHEREAS, the Assistant Engineer Job Description has been reviewed by the City
Council and the City Council has determined that the Job Description is adequate and necessary;
and
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined to approve the Assistant Engineer Job
Description.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Coalinga
as follows:
1.

The Assistant Engineer Job Description is hereby approved.

2.
The City Manager and his designees are authorized to implement and carry out
the provisions of the Assistant Engineer Job description.
The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Coalinga City Council at a regular meeting held
on the 15th day of February 2018, by the following vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
APPROVED:
_________________________________
Nathan Vosburg, Mayor
Attest:
_________________________________
City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

City of Coalinga
155 W. Durian
Coalinga, CA 93210

Public Utilities Coordinator
Pay Class: 26 Basic
FLSA Non Exempt

DEFINITION
Under the general supervision of the Utilities Supervisor, implements and administers the City’s
Cross Connection Control Program and ensures compliance with City Ordinances and Municipal
Codes in relation to City owned and operated Public Utilities Systems.

EXAMPLES OF ESSENTIAL DUTIES
NOTE: Examples listed in this class specification represents but is not necessarily exhaustive or
descriptive of duties assigned to this position. Each individual in this classification may not
necessarily perform all the duties listed. Further, management is not precluded from assigning
other related tasks not listed herein if such duties are a logical assignment for this position.
•

Independently provides subject matter expertise, technical assistance and information to
Utilities staff and certified operators, public health professionals, local health jurisdiction staff
and City management.

•

Trains staff on proper procedures for inspecting backflow prevention devise during routine
meter reading. Demonstrate various types of backflow prevention devices and instructs staff in
recognizing cross connections and device failures.

•

Consults with property owners and contractors to explain cross connection control
requirements.

•

Enforces cross connection control/backflow prevention, including investigating and enforcing
consumer compliance with federal, state and local laws.

•

Administers the City’s Construction Meter Program.

•

Conducts cross connection surveys of new construction and existing facilities to determine
cross connection hazards and determines the degree of hazards and the appropriate devices
required to protect the public water supply; performs initial backflow inspections and tests
devices on newly constructed facilities; performs follow up tests on suspect devices to ensure
continued compliance.

•

Coordinates Cross Connection Control Program activities with other City departments and
outside agencies.

•

Issues warnings to customers as necessary.

•

Prepares and maintains records and files including field test data, surveys, cross connection
locations, approved backflow assemblies and natural gas distribution systems. Maintains a log
of customer contacts and inspections.
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•

Composes correspondence, prepares forms and writes reports relating to the Cross Connection
Control Program.

•

Ensures assembly owners are notified of upcoming inspection deadlines.

•

Maintains and publishes a list of City certified backflow assembly testers for consumers.

•

Provides testing and City certification of backflow assembly testers and oversees certified
testers.

•

Coordinate installation schedules and procedures with contractors.

•

Regularly inspects, tests and maintains City owned backflow prevention assemblies.

•

Prepares cost estimates for assigned projects.

•

Requisitions and purchases materials and supplies.

•

Performs other duties as assigned.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
NOTE: The specifications listed below outline the desirable qualifications necessary for entry
into the class and do not necessarily convey the qualifications of incumbents within the position.
Education:

High School diploma or equivalent.

Experience:

Three (3) years water treatment, water distribution or plumbing experience,
including two (2) years of experience as a certified backflow assembly tester; OR
and equivalent combination of education, training and experience.

Licenses:

Possession of, or ability to obtain, a valid and current Class C California Driver’s
License; Must be insurable under the City’s insurance policy without any
additional premiums or costs being incurred by the City.

Certifications:

Certification as a Backflow Tester issued by American Water Works Association
or American Backflow Prevention Association Certification as Cross Connection
Specialist (Grade I) issued by American Water Works Association within one (1)
year of appointment.
Possession of a Water Distribution D2 issued by the State of California.

Other:

Must be a U.S. Citizen or Legal Resident Alien; pass a background investigation,
physical examination including drug test; and successfully complete a one-year
probationary period.

NOTE: It is the responsibility of the employee to renew all applicable license(s) and to maintain
the validity of the certificates and licenses. The City will cover the costs associated with the
renewal and Continuing Education Units (CEU) expenses.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
NOTE: The following are a representative sample of the KSA’s necessary to perform essential
tasks of the position.
Knowledge of: Principles, design and operation of cross connection control devices. Basic
hydraulics as applied to a water distribution system. Water treatment and distribution principles and
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regulations. City policy, procedures and state and federal laws relating to cross connection control
and public utilities. Natural gas distribution systems. Use of tools, equipment and supplies.
Skill and Ability to: Communicate clearly and concisely, orally and in writing; Operate a
computer and appropriate software in the performance of job responsibilities; Regularly work well
under pressure, meeting multiple and sometimes conflicting deadlines.

ATTITUDE
Characterized by initiative, commitment to teamwork and quality performance, and a customerservice orientation; must interact in a positive manner with City employees and the public.

PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
NOTE: The physical demands described herein are representative of those that must be met by
an employee to successfully perform the essential duties of this classification. Reasonable
accommodations may be made to enable an individual with qualified disabilities to perform the
essential functions of this job, on a case-by-case basis.
Work is performed in office and outside environments; exposure to variations in temperature,
weather and humidity; work is performed in an environment with constant noise; exposure to gases,
solvents, fumes, dust, grease and oils; exposure to moving equipment and electrical current and
voltage; constant contact with staff and the public. Frequently stand and walk; ability to sit, walk
on slopped ground and slippery and uneven surfaces; normal manual dexterity and eye-hand
coordination; ability to lift and move heavier objects with assistance; ability to bend, stoop, kneel,
crawl and crouch; corrected hearing and vision to normal range; verbal communication; use of
telephone, office equipment, and FAX. Employee is required to wear personal protective
equipment (PPE) appropriate for job assignments and Cal OSHA standards.

Approved by: _______________________________ ____________
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Date
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RESOLUTION NO. 3800
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COALINGA PUBLIC
UTILITIES COORDINATOR JOB DESCRIPTION
WHEREAS, the City Manager and his staff have presented the City Council with a Public
Utilities Coordinator Job Description; and
WHEREAS, the Public Utilities Coordinator Job Description has been reviewed by the City
Council and the City Council has determined that the Job Description is adequate and necessary;
and
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined to approve the Public Utilities Coordinator
Job Description.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Coalinga
as follows:
1.

The Public Utilities Coordinator Job Description is hereby approved.

2.
The City Manager and his designees are authorized to implement and carry out
the provisions of the Public Utilities Coordinator Job description.
The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Coalinga City Council at a regular meeting held
on the 15th day of February 2018, by the following vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
APPROVED:
_________________________________
Nathan Vosburg, Mayor
Attest:
_________________________________
City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Adopt Resolution No. 3801 Authorizing an Interfund Loan from the Natural Gas
Enterprise Fund to the General Fund
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Jasmin Bains, Financial Services Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Staff has no recommendation.

II. BACKGROUND:
In Fiscal Year 2014-2015 and Fiscal Year 2015-2016 the City Council approved a transfer of $326,000 from
the Natural Gas Enterprise Fund for Police Protection of the Natural Gas Lines. The total amount
transferred in both years totals $652,000.

III. DISCUSSION:
During the Fiscal Year 2015-2016 audit it has been determined by the City Auditors that such amounts were
transferred without a precise methodology and supporting documents to create a nexus between the services
provided and the transfers. The City must therefore repay its own enterprise funds.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
1. Approve the Interfund Loan for repayment over a one year period.
2. Approve the Interfund Loan for repayment for a lesser amount, and adding a Contingency Note
Disclosure in the Fiscal Year 2015-2016 Financial Statements and using the proposed methodology by the
auditors.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
The fiscal impact has been determined to be a repayment of $65,200 from the General Fund to the Natural
Gas Enterprise Fund on an annual basis beginning in Fiscal Year 2015-2016.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
Resolution_No._3801_Interfund_Loan_from_the_Natural_Gas_Fund_to_the_General_Fund.pdf

Description
Resolution No. 3801 Interfund Loan from
the Natural Gas Fund to the General Fund

RESOLUTION NO. 3801
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COALINGA
AUTHORIZING AN INTERFUND LOAN FROM THE NATURAL GAS ENTERPRISE
FUND TO THE GENERAL FUND
WHEREAS, In Fiscal Year 2014-2015 and Fiscal Year 2015-2016 the amount of $326,000 was
transferred from the Natural Gas Enterprise Fund for Police Protection of the Natural Gas lines; and
WHEREAS, the total amount transferred in both years totals $652,000; and
WHEREAS, it has been determined by the City Auditors that such amounts were transferred
without a precise methodology and supporting documents to create a nexus between the services provided
and the transfers; and
WHEREAS, the City Council desires to establish an interfund loan for the repayment of such
disallowed transfers to itself, which will be repaid over a ten year period beginning in Fiscal Year 20152016.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Coalinga as
follows:
1.
An Interfund Loan of $652,000 from the Natural Gas Enterprise Fund to the General fund
is hereby approved.
2.
The City Manager and Finance Director are authorized to make the Loan and to generate
appropriate documents as may be necessary to memorialize the Loan and its repayment.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Coalinga at a Regular meeting held
on the 15th day of February 2018, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAINED:
ABSENT:
APPROVED:
_____________________________
Mayor, Nathan Vosburg
ATTEST:
______________________________
City Clerk / Deputy City Clerk

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Adopt Resolution No. 3802 approving the Memorandum of Understanding
between the Fresno Council of Governments and the City of Coalinga for the
Regional Pavement Management System
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Authorize Approval of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Fresno Council of Governments and
the City of Coalinga for the Regional Pavement Management System

II. BACKGROUND:
Various State processes and grants (such as SB1) require that a Pavement Management System be in place
to be eligible for grants to fulfill regulations. The Pavement Management System allows agencies to
objectively determine the Pavement Condition Index (PCI). The PCI is a measurement of the condition of a
particular street as well as determines the useful remaining life of the pavement.
Fresno Council of Governments (FCOG) has offered to provide the initial funding for the implementation of
the Regional Pavement Management System. This system, after implementation will be fully functional for a
period of up to 3 years. Every 3 years thereafter, the City would be responsible for maintaining the pavement
management system by paying for the update.
City costs include:
1. Renewing the StreetSaver software license annually.
2.
Hiring staff and/or a consultant every 3 years to update the pavement condition
survey).

assessment (field

III. DISCUSSION:
FCOG has issued a memorandum of understanding to all member cities to participate in receiving initial
funding for the Pavement Management System. The MOU would commit the City to maintaining the system
in perpetuity.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

Do not approve participation in Fresno Council of Governments implementation of the Regional Pavement
Management System – Staff does not recommend

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
Fresno Council of Governments (FCOG) will provide the initial funding for the implementation of the
Regional Pavement Management System and be fully functional for a period of up to 3 years.
Ongoing yearly funding hereafter will be funded by street funds – approximate yearly on-going costs $10,000
to $15,000.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
Pavement_Managment_MOU.docx

Description
Pavement Management MOU

Resolution_3802_Fresno_Council_of_Governments_MOU_Regional_Pavement_Management_System.docx Resolution 3802

Memorandum of Understanding for
Fresno County Regional Pavement Management System
This Memorandum of Understanding, entered into and effective this date of _____________, 2018
between the Fresno Council of Governments, a Joint Powers agency, hereto known as FCOG, the Cities
of Coalinga, Fowler, Firebaugh, Huron, Kingsburg, Mendota, Orange Cove, San Joaquin and Selma, all
municipal governments, hereto collectively known as CITIES, to establish mutually agreeable
commitments among the parties of this agreement regarding implementing and maintaining the
Regional Pavement Management System(RPMS).
Whereas, various state processes require local agencies to have a pavement management system in
place in order to be eligible for grants or fulfill regulations, and
Whereas, there are various costs associated with implementing and maintaining a pavement
management system, and
Whereas, FCOG has reserved $326,014 SB1 Planning grant funding to assist member agencies in
offsetting the initial cost of setting up the RPMS that includes individual pavement management systems
in each of the respective cities, and
Whereas, the CITIES shall be responsible for maintaining the individual pavement management system
under the RPMS, once established.
Now therefore, in consideration of the forgoing, the parties do mutually agree as follows:
FCOG Responsibilities:
1. Providing funding for initial implementation of the Regional Pavement Management System
2. Hiring a consultant team to set up the StreetSaver system, conduct initial pavement condition
assessment and provide training to city staff
3. First year license fee for the SteetSaver system is included in the COG funding for the system
setup
CITIES’ Responsibilities:
1. Renewing the StreetSaver license annually
2. Maintaining the pavement management system by paying for the update every three years

In Witness thereof, the parties have executed this agreement at Fresno, California, on the day and year
first above written.
FRESNO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

_________________________________
TONY BOREN, Executive Director

___________________________
Date

CITY OF COALINGA

_________________________________
MARISSA TREJO, City Manager

__________________________
Date

RESOLUTION NO. 3802
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COALINGA APPROVING
THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE FRESNO COUNCIL
OF GOVERNMENTS AND THE CITY OF COALINGA FOR THE REGIONAL
PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WHEREAS, the City is interested in pursuing a pavement management system; and
WHEREAS, various state processes require local agencies to have a pavement
management system in place in order to be eligible for grants or fulfill regulations; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments in an effort to establish mutually agreeable
commitments among all member cities has funding availabilities for such pavement system
implementations; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments has reserved $326,014 SB1 Planning grant
funding to assist member agencies in offsetting the initial cost of setting up the regional Pavement
Management System in each of the member cities; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments and member agencies have mutually agreed
that each member agency will be required to maintain the system update every three years and
annual license renewal.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the City Council of the City of Coalinga does
hereby approve the Memorandum of Understanding between the Fresno Council of Governments
and the City of Coalinga. The City Council of the City of Coalinga further resolves that the City
Manager is hereby authorized to sign the necessary documentation to proceed
The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Coalinga City Council at a regular meeting held
on the 15th day of February 2018, by the following vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
APPROVED:
_________________________________
Nathan Vosburg, Mayor
Attest:
_________________________________
City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Authorize Contracts for Intergovernmental Transfer Program Participation
February 8, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Dwayne Gabriel, Acting Fire Chief

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Chief Gabriel recommends authorizing the Chief to sign contracts for participation in the 2017/18
Intergovernmental Transfer Programs.

II. BACKGROUND:
Since 2006, the California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) has offered local governments that
provide health care, the opportunity to secure additional Medi-Cal revenues by participating in a voluntary
Intergovernmental Transfer (IGT) program with their local Medi-Cal managed care plans. Blue Cross and
CalViva are the Medi-Cal managed care plans that serve Fresno County. Our participation last year resulted
in net new funds of approximately $823,000.

III. DISCUSSION:
The participation in IGT has changed a little since out last participation. In the past, there were a total of 6
separate contracts – 3 for each provider. The changes to date will include the elimination of the DHCS
contract for us to participate with each provider, which will reduce the number of contracts from 6 to four.
Before you are the first two contracts for this IGT period. These represent the contract with the Medi-Cal
Managed Care Providers – one for Blue Cross and the other for CalViva.
At this time, we do not plan on creating loans from other funds to participate in IGT as we have done in the
past. We will be using proceeds from the previous years participation to fund this.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
1. Do not participate in the program.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:

Our total to be transferred to DHCS for 2017-18 will be $1,209,863, and will occur possibly in July. The
minimum we will be reimbursed will be $2,016,438, which will result in net new funds of $806,576 to be spent
on healthcare.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name

Description

2017-18_City_of_Coalinga_Rate_Range_Health_Plan-Provider_Agreement_Anthem.docx

Anthem Blue Cross Contract

2017-2018_Health_Plan-Provider_Agreement_Coalinga_and_CalViva.doc

CalViva Contract

HEALTH PLAN-PROVIDER AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT TO IMPLEMENT THE 2017-2018 RATE RANGE IGTS
City of Coalinga and Anthem Blue Cross
This Amendment is made this 1st day of February 2018, by and between Anthem Blue
Cross, a California corporation hereinafter referred to as "PLAN", and the City of Coalinga,
acting through its Fire Department, hereinafter referred to as "PROVIDER".
RECITALS:
WHEREAS, Anthem Blue Cross, a corporate entity licensed under Health and Safety
code Section 1349 et seq., has a contract with the State Department of Health Care Services
pursuant to Welfare and Institutions Code Section 14087.3 to act as a Medi-Cal managed care
plan and to serve the residents of Fresno County;
WHEREAS, PROVIDER is an incorporated City whose Fire Department provides
emergency response and ambulance transport to Plan members residing in Fresno County; and,
WHEREAS, PLAN and PROVIDER desire to enter into an Agreement to provide for
Medi-Cal managed care capitation rate increases to PLAN as a result of intergovernmental
transfers ("IGTs") from the City of Coalinga (“GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY”) to
the California Department of Health Care Services ("State DHCS") to maintain the availability of
Medi-Cal health care services to Medi-Cal beneficiaries.
NOW, THEREFORE, PLAN and PROVIDER hereby agree as follows:
2017-2018 IGT MEDI-CAL MANAGED CARE CAPITATION RATE INCREASES
1.

IGT Capitation Rate Range Increases to PLAN
A.

Payment

Should PLAN receive any Medi-Cal managed care capitation rate increases from
State DHCS where the nonfederal share is funded by the GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING
ENTITY specifically pursuant to the provisions of the Intergovernmental Agreement Regarding
Transfer of Public Funds, #__________ (“Intergovernmental Agreement”) effective for the
periods of July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018 for Intergovernmental Transfer Medi-Cal
Managed Care Rate Range Increases (“IGT MMCRRIs”), PLAN shall pay to PROVIDER the
amount of the IGT MMCRRIs received from State DHCS, in accordance with paragraph 1.E
below regarding the form and timing of Local Medi-Cal Managed Care Rate Range
(“LMMCRR”) IGT Payments. LMMCRR IGT Payments paid to PROVIDER shall not replace
or supplant any other amounts paid or payable to PROVIDER by PLAN.
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B.

Health Plan Retention

(1)
The PLAN shall retain a 2% administrative fee based on the total amount
of the IGT MMCRRI received from DHCS for PLAN’s cost to administer this program. Each
provider’s share of the 2% fee shall be calculated based on the provider’s proportionate share of
the LMMCRR IGT payment made by PLAN in Fresno County.
(2)
PLAN will not retain any other portion of the IGT MMCRRIs received
from the State DHCS other than those mentioned above.
C.

Conditions for Receiving Local Medi-Cal Managed Care Rate Range IGT
Payments

As a condition for receiving LMMCRR IGT Payments, PROVIDER shall, as of
the date the particular LMMCRR IGT Payment is due:
(1) remain a participating provider for PLAN Medi-Cal patients; and,
(2) maintain current emergency response and ambulance transport services for PLAN
beneficiaries.
D.

Schedule and Notice of Transfer of Non-Federal Funds

The GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING AGENCY shall notify the PLAN
within five (5) business days after the City funds referred to in the Intergovernmental Transfer
Agreement have been transferred to the State.

E.

Form and Timing of Payments

PLAN agrees to pay LMMCRR IGT Payments to PROVIDER in the following
form and according to the following schedule:
(1)
PLAN agrees to pay the LMMCRR IGT Payments to PROVIDER using
the same mechanism through which compensation and payments are normally paid to
PROVIDER (e.g., electronic transfer).
(2)
PLAN will pay the LMMCRR IGT Payments to PROVIDER no later than
thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of the IGT MMCRRIs from State DHCS.
F.

Consideration

(1)
As consideration for the LMMCRR IGT Payments, PROVIDER shall use
the LMMCRR IGT Payments for the following purposes and shall treat the LMMCRR IGT
Payments in the following manner:
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(a)
The LMMCRR IGT Payments shall represent compensation for
Medi-Cal services rendered to Medi-Cal PLAN members by PROVIDER during the State fiscal
year to which the LMMCRR IGT Payments apply.
(b)
To the extent that total payments received by PROVIDER for any
State fiscal year under this Amendment exceed the cost of Medi-Cal services provided to MediCal beneficiaries by PROVIDER during that fiscal year, any remaining LMMCRR IGT Payment
amounts shall be retained by PROVIDER to be expended for health care services. Retained
LMMCRR IGT Payment amounts may be used by the PROVIDER in either the State fiscal year
for which the payments are received or subsequent State fiscal years.
(2)
For purposes of subsection (1) (b) above, if the retained LMMCRR IGT
Payments, if any, are not used by PROVIDER in the State fiscal year received, retention of funds
by PROVIDER will be established by demonstrating that the retained earnings account of
PROVIDER at the end of any State fiscal year in which it received payments based on
LMMCRR IGT Payments funded pursuant to the Intergovernmental Agreement, has increased
over the unspent portion of the prior State fiscal year’s balance by the amount of LMMCRR IGT
Payments received, but not used. These retained PROVIDER funds may be commingled with
other GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY funds for cash management purposes provided
that such funds are appropriately tracked and only the depositing facility is authorized to expend
them.
(3)
Both parties agree that none of these funds, either from the
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY or federal matching funds will be recycled back to the
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY’S general fund, the State, or any other intermediary
organization. Payments made by the health plan to providers under the terms of this Amendment
constitute patient care revenues.
G.

PLAN’s Oversight Responsibilities

PLAN’s oversight responsibilities regarding PROVIDER’s use of the LMMCRR
IGT Payments shall be limited as described in this paragraph. PLAN shall request, within thirty
(30) calendar days after the end of each State fiscal year in which LMMCRR IGT Payments
were transferred to PROVIDER, a written confirmation that states whether and how PROVIDER
complied with the provisions set forth in Paragraph 1.F above. In each instance, PROVIDER
shall provide PLAN with written confirmation of compliance within thirty (30) calendar days of
PLAN’s request.
H.

Cooperation Among Parties

Should disputes or disagreements arise regarding the ultimate computation or
appropriateness of any aspect of the LMMCRR IGT Payments, PROVIDER and PLAN agree to
work together in all respects to support and preserve the LMMCRR IGT Payments to the full
extent possible on behalf of the safety net in Fresno County.
I.

Reconciliation
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Within one hundred twenty (120) calendar days after the end of each of PLAN’s
fiscal years in which LMMCRR IGT Payments were made to PROVIDER, PLAN shall perform
a reconciliation of the LMMCRR IGT Payments transmitted to the PROVIDER during the
preceding fiscal year to ensure that the supporting amount of IGT MMCRRIs were received by
PLAN from State DHCS. PROVIDER agrees to return to PLAN any overpayment of LMMCRR
IGT Payments made in error to PROVIDER within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt from
PLAN of a written notice of the overpayment error, unless PROVIDER submits a written
objection to PLAN. Any such objection shall be resolved in accordance with the dispute
resolution processes set forth in Section H of this Agreement or otherwise in good faith by the
parties. The reconciliation processes established under this paragraph are distinct from the
indemnification provisions set forth below. PLAN agrees to transmit to the PROVIDER any
underpayment of LMMCRR IGT Payments within thirty (30) calendar days of PLAN’s
identification of such underpayment.
J.

Indemnification

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Agreement,
PROVIDER shall indemnify and hold PLAN harmless against any losses, demands, liabilities,
court costs, judgments and expenses, imposed by a court or otherwise incurred by PLAN as a
result of PLAN’s receipt of IGT MMCBIs or payment of LMMCB IGT PAYMENTS, including
by not limited to the following circumstances:
(1)
In the event that State DHCS, the Department of Health and Human
Services or any other federal or state agency recoups, offsets, or otherwise withholds any monies
from or fails to provide any monies to PLAN, or PLAN is denied any monies to which it
otherwise would have been entitled, for any reason related to the Medi-Cal IGT MMCBIs,
including but not limited to (a) State DHCS’s failure to treat the IGT MMCBIs or LMMCB IGT
PAYMENTS as set forth in the applicable sections of the Intergovernmental Agreement; (b) the
failure of the IGT MMCBIs to qualify for federal participation pursuant to 42 C.F.R. part 433,
subpart B; or (c) overpayment of IGT MMCBIs to PLAN by State DHCS, PLAN shall have a
right to immediately recoup, offset or withhold any and all such amounts from payments
otherwise due to PLAN. Recovery by PLAN pursuant to this section shall include, but not be
limited to, reduction in future LMMCB IGT PAYMENTS paid to PLAN in an amount equal to
the amount of the IGT MMCBIs payments recovered from PLAN or reduction of Capitation
payments owed to PROVIDER by PLAN pursuant to this Agreement.
(2)
PLAN shall pursue an appeal, a lawsuit, or any other available legal action
to challenge the recoupment by State DHCS, the Department of Health and Human Services, or
any other federal or state agency that is not required by law, unless after consultation with
PROVIDER and with good cause, PLAN determines that it is not in the best interest of the
PLAN and/or PROVIDER to do so;
(3)
At PLAN’s discretion, PROVIDER shall either provide or arrange for
legal representation on PLAN’s behalf or PLAN shall arrange for its own representation and be
entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees and costs from PROVIDER for such representation, in
addition to any and all other relief to which PLAN may be entitled, including, but not limited to,
the following circumstances:
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a.
If any action at law, suit in equity, arbitration, or administrative action is
brought against PLAN by State DHCS, the Department of Health and Human Services, any other
federal or state agency or other individual or organization to: (i) enforce or interpret the IGT
MMCBIs or LMMCB IGT PAYMENTS; or (ii) recoup, offset, or otherwise withhold any
monies from PLAN relating to the IGT MMCBIs or LMMCB IGT PAYMENTS; or
b.
If PLAN brings any appeal, action at law suit in equity, arbitration or
administrative action against the State DHCS, the Department of Health and Human Services or
any other federal or state agency to (i) enforce or interpret IGT MMCBIs or LMMCB IGT
PAYMENTS; (ii) in response to an action described in subparagraph 1 or subparagraph 3(a)
above;
(4)
If PLAN prevails in any appeal, action at law, suit in equity, arbitration or
administrative action against PLAN and/or PROVIDER to enforce or interpret the IGT MMCBIs
or LMMCB IGT PAYMENTS or to recoup, offset or otherwise withhold any monies relating to
the IGT MMCBIs or SPD LMMCB IGT PAYMENTS, PLAN shall be entitled to reasonable
attorney’s fees and costs from PROVIDER.
K.

Remittance Information

The IGT-funded payments made by the PLAN pursuant only to this Agreement, shall be
mailed to the PROVIDER at the address set forth below:
City of Coalinga
Dwayne Gabriel, Fire Chief
300 W. Elm St.
Coalinga, CA 93210
Phone: (559) 935-1652, Email: dgabriel@Coalinga.com
2.

Term

The term of this Amendment shall commence on July 1, 2017 and shall terminate
on September 30, 2020.
All other terms and provisions of said Agreement shall remain in full force and effect so that all
rights, duties and obligations, and liabilities of the parties hereto otherwise remain unchanged;
provided, however, if there is any conflict between the terms of this Amendment and the
Agreement, then the terms of this Amendment shall govern.
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HEALTH PLAN-PROVIDER AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT TO IMPLEMENT THE 2017-2018 RATE RANGE IGTS
City of Coalinga and Anthem Blue Cross

SIGNATURES

HEALTH PLAN: ANTHEM BLUE CROSS
______________________________________ Date: ____________
By: Paul Pakuckas, RVP II, Provider Solutions, CA Medicaid and Medicare

PROVIDER: CITY OF COALINGA FIRE DEPARTMENT
______________________________________

Date: _____________

By: Dwayne Gabriel, Fire Chief of the City of Coalinga
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HEALTH PLAN-PROVIDER AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT TO IMPLEMENT THE 2017-18 RATE RANGE IGTS
The City of Coalinga and CalViva Health
This Agreement is made this ___ day of _______ {month/year}, by and
between the Fresno-Kings-Madera Regional Health Authority dba CalViva Health, a Medi-Cal
Managed Care Plan hereinafter referred to as "PLAN", and the City of Coalinga, acting through
its Fire Department, hereinafter referred to as "PROVIDER."
RECITALS:
WHEREAS, CalViva Health licensed under Health and Safety Code Section 1349
et seq. has a contract with the State Department of Health Care Services pursuant to Welfare and
Institutions Code Section 14087.3 to act as a Medi-Cal managed care plan and CalViva Health
has contracted with Health Net Community Solutions (HNCS) which has contracted with Health
Net of California, Inc. to fulfill its responsibilities for the provision of Medi-Cal covered services
for eligible Medi-Cal members. For purposes of this Agreement, Health Net of California, Inc.
and Health Net Community Solutions, Inc. and CalViva Health shall collectively be referred to
as “PLAN”;
WHEREAS, PROVIDER is is an incorporated City whose Fire Department
provides emergency response and ambulance transport to Plan members members; and
WHEREAS, PLAN and PROVIDER desire to enter into an Agreement to provide
for Medi-Cal managed care capitation rate increases to PLAN as a result of intergovernmental
transfers (“IGTs”) from the City of Coalinga (“GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY”) to
the California Department of Health Care Services (“State DHCS”) to maintain the availability
of Medi-Cal health care services to Medi-Cal beneficiaries.
NOW, THEREFORE, PLAN and PROVIDER hereby agree as follows:
2017-18 IGT MEDI-CAL MANAGED CARE CAPITATION RATE RANGE INCREASES
1.

IGT Capitation Rate Range Increases to PLAN
A.

Payment

Should PLAN receive any Medi-Cal managed care capitation rate increases from
State DHCS where the nonfederal share is funded by the GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING
ENTITY effective for the period of July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018 for Intergovernmental
Transfer Medi-Cal Managed Care Rate Range Increases (“IGT MMCRRIs”), PLAN shall pay to
PROVIDER the amount of the IGT MMCRRIs received from State DHCS, in accordance with
paragraph 1.E below regarding the form and timing of Local Medi-Cal Managed Care Rate
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Range (“LMMCRR”) IGT Payments. LMMCRR IGT Payments paid to PROVIDER shall not
replace or supplant any other amounts paid or payable to PROVIDER by PLAN.

B.

Health Plan Retention

(1)
The PLAN shall retain a 2% administrative fee based on the total amount
of the IGT received from DHCS for PLAN’s cost to administer this program. Each provider’s
share of the 2% fee shall be calculated based on the provider’s proportionate share of the
LMMCRR IGT payment made by PLAN in Fresno County.
(2)
PLAN will not retain any other portion of the IGT MMCRRIs received
from the State DHCS other than those mentioned above.

C.
Payments

Conditions for Receiving Local Medi-Cal Managed Care Rate Range IGT

As a condition for receiving LMMCRR IGT Payments, PROVIDER shall, as of
the date the particular LMMCRR IGT Payment is due:
(1) Remain a participating PLAN provider;
(2) maintain its current emergency response and ambulance transport
services for PLAN beneficiaries.

D.

Schedule and Notice of Transfer of Non-Federal Funds

PROVIDER shall provide PLAN with a copy of the schedule regarding the
transfer of funds to State DHCS, referred to in the Intergovernmental Agreement, within fifteen
(15) calendar days of the PROVIDER establishing such schedule with the State DHCS.
Additionally, PROVIDER shall notify PLAN, in writing, no less than seven (7) calendar days
prior to any changes to an existing schedule including, but not limited to, changes in the amounts
specified therein.

E.

Form and Timing of Payments

PLAN agrees to pay LMMCRR IGT Payments to PROVIDER in the following
form and according to the following schedule:
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(1)
PLAN agrees to pay the LMMCRR IGT Payments to PROVIDER using
the same mechanism through which compensation and payments are normally paid to
PROVIDER (e.g., electronic transfer). After paying any required taxes and retaining the PLAN’s
administrative fee, as shown in Section B above, PLAN will pay PROVIDER a percent of the
remaining LMMCRR IGT payment equal to the PROVIDER’s contribution as a percent of total
local provider contributions.
(2)
PLAN will pay the LMMCRR IGT Payments to PROVIDER no later than
thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of the IGT MMCRRIs from State DHCS.

F.

Consideration

(1)
As consideration for the LMMCRR IGT Payments, PROVIDER shall use
the LMMCRR IGT Payments for the following purposes and shall treat the LMMCRR IGT
Payments in the following manner:
(a)
The LMMCRR IGT Payments shall represent compensation for
Medi-Cal services rendered to Medi-Cal PLAN members by PROVIDER during the State fiscal
year to which the LMMCRR IGT Payments apply.
(b)
To the extent that total payments received by PROVIDER for any
State fiscal year under this Agreement exceed the cost of Medi-Cal services provided to MediCal beneficiaries by PROVIDER during that fiscal year, any remaining LMMCRR IGT Payment
amounts shall be retained by PROVIDER to be expended for health care services. Retained
LMMCRR IGT Payment amounts may be used by the PROVIDER in either the State fiscal year
for which the payments are received or subsequent State fiscal years.
(2)
For purposes of subsection (1) (b) above, if the retained LMMCRR IGT
Payments, if any, are not used by PROVIDER in the State fiscal year received, retention of funds
by PROVIDER will be established by demonstrating that the retained earnings account of
PROVIDER at the end of any State fiscal year in which it received payments based on
LMMCRR IGT Payments funded pursuant to the Intergovernmental Agreement, has increased
over the unspent portion of the prior State fiscal year’s balance by the amount of LMMCRR IGT
Payments received, but not used. These retained PROVIDER funds may be commingled with
other GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY funds for cash management purposes provided
that such funds are appropriately tracked and only the depositing facility is authorized to expend
them.
(3)
Both parties agree that none of these funds, either from the
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY or federal matching funds will be recycled back to the
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING ENTITY’S general fund, the State, or any other intermediary
organization. Payments made by the health plan to providers under the terms of this Agreement
constitute patient care revenues.
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G.

PLAN’s Oversight Responsibilities

PLAN’s oversight responsibilities regarding PROVIDER’s use of the LMMCRR
IGT Payments shall be limited as described in this paragraph. PLAN shall request, within thirty
(30) calendar days after the end of each State fiscal year in which LMMCRR IGT Payments
were transferred to PROVIDER, a written confirmation that states whether and how PROVIDER
complied with the provisions set forth in Paragraph 1.F above. In each instance, PROVIDER
shall provide PLAN with written confirmation of compliance within thirty (30) calendar days of
PLAN’s request.

H.

Cooperation Among Parties

Should disputes or disagreements arise regarding the ultimate computation or
appropriateness of any aspect of the LMMCRR IGT Payments, PROVIDER and PLAN agree to
work together in all respects to support and preserve the LMMCRR IGT Payments to the full
extent possible on behalf of the safety net in Fresno County.

I.

Reconciliation

Within one hundred twenty (120) calendar days after the end of each of PLAN’s
fiscal years in which LMMCRR IGT Payments were made to PROVIDER, PLAN shall perform
a reconciliation of the LMMCRR IGT Payments transmitted to the PROVIDER during the
preceding fiscal year to ensure that the supporting amount of IGT MMCRRIs were received by
PLAN from State DHCS. PROVIDER agrees to return to PLAN any overpayment of LMMCRR
IGT Payments made in error to PROVIDER within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt from
PLAN of a written notice of the overpayment error, unless PROVIDER submits a written
objection to PLAN. Any such objection shall be resolved in accordance with the dispute
resolution processes set forth in Section H. of this Agreement or otherwise in good faith by the
parties. The reconciliation processes established under this paragraph are distinct from the
indemnification provisions set forth in Section J. below. PLAN agrees to transmit to the
PROVIDER any underpayment of LMMCRR IGT Payments within thirty (30) calendar days of
PLAN’s identification of such underpayment.

J.

Indemnification

PROVIDER agrees to indemnify and hold PLAN harmless in all matters
relating to the IGT request, subsequent payment and use of such funds.
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K.

Remittance Information

The IGT-funded payments made by the PLAN pursuant only to this Agreement,
shall be mailed to the PROVIDER at the address set forth below:
City of Coalinga
Dwayne Gabriel, Fire Chief
City of Coalinga
300 W. Elm St.
Coalinga, CA 93210
Phone: (559) 935-1652,

2.

Email: dgabriel@Coalinga.com

Term

The term of this Agreement shall commence on July 1, 2017 and shall terminate
on September 30, 2020.

SIGNATURES

BY HEALTH PLAN: ______________________________________ Date: ____________
Greg Hund, Chief Executive Officer, CalViva Health

BY PROVIDER: ______________________________________ Date: _____________
Dwayne Gabriel, Fire Chief of the City of Coalinga
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STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Declare Old Patrol Cars as Surplus Property and Donate or Sell two of them at a
Minimual Fee to Allied Agencies
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Darren Blevins, Police Lieutenant

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that Council allow the police department to declare 5 older patrol cars, 1 Animal Control
vehicle and 1 Code Enforcement vehicles as surplus property. Staff requests 2 of the vehicles be donated or
sold to the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation and 1 to the Kingsburg Police
Department.

II. BACKGROUND:
With the recent purchase down sizing of the police department the cars are no longer needed and are past
their vehicle life

III. DISCUSSION:
The Police Department is in the process of taking 3 older Ford Crown Victoria patrol cars, 1 unmarked
patrol car, 1 Chevy Caprice,1 Crown Victoria used by Code Enforcement and 1 Animal Control vehicle off
line due to the life of the vehicles and down sizing of the police department.
The Police Department has been contacted by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
and the Kingsburg Police Department requesting we be allowed to donate or allow them to purchase the 2
marked Crown Victoria to CDCR and 1 Chevy Caprice to Kingsburg Police Department for a minimal fee
as well.
CDCR SERT team has requested these vehicle to use for their response into the city as they assist the police
department with search warrants and other active situations.
The Department recommends that the vehicles be transferred to CDCR and Kingsburg Police Department
for the price of $1.00 per vehicle with the understanding they are responsible for all DMV fees, smog
requirements, and transfer fees.
The remaining two vehicle's to be auctioned off.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
The Council can deny the surplus of the patrol vehicles and the donation or sale.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
Fiscal impact could be $3.00 for the vehicles being requested by CDCR and Kingsburg Police Department
or what ever price the council sets for the sale of the patrol vehicles would be positive income to the general
fund.
The remaining vehicles would be positive income to the general fund depending on the auctioned price and
necessary auction fees being paid.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Approval of an Amended Agreement for Consulting Services between the City of
Coalinga and Interstate Gas Services, Inc. for Utility-Related Consulting Services
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
The City Manager recommends approving the amended Agreement for Consulting Services between the City
of Coalinga and Interstate Consulting Services, Inc. (also IGS or IGService) for the purpose of providing
utility-related consulting services.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:
Two primary changes in the proposed contract:
1. Effective billing rate increased from $161 to $185 per hour.
2. Scope is expanded to reflect Mr. Bergman's support to the various enterprise funds.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
Do not approve the proposed contract and direct staff to seek proposals.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
The contract raises the hourly rate from $161 to $185. The fiscal impact will vary based on the number of
hours billed. This does not impact the General Fund.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
AMENDED_Agreement_for_Consulting_Services_-_Coalinga-IGS_PROPOSED_021518.pdf

Description
Proposed Amended Contract

AGREEMENT FOR CONSULTING SERVICES
This agreement sets forth the agreement and understanding between City of Coalinga
(Coalinga) and Interstate Gas Services, Inc. (also IGS or IGService) for the purpose of IGS
providing utility-related consulting services to Coalinga.

SCOPE:
The ongoing scope of services is summarized below by enterprise fund.
Natural Gas Enterprise
• Monthly gas procurement coordination with Shell Trading
• Summer season sale-back of excess Redwood-path pipeline capacity
• Verification of all supplier billing statements
• Monitor revenue and expense of the gas enterprise for rate setting
• Support with PHMSA gas safety compliance
Water Enterprise
• Negotiation and coordination with Westlands and USBR for water costs and volumes
• Negotiation and contract management with wholesale customers
• Annual disclosure reporting for Series 2012 Bonds
• Monitor revenue and expense of the water enterprise regarding rate setting
• Compile and submit monthly volume report to Water Resources Control Board
• Monitor and identify monthly billing detail for errors
Sewer Enterprise
• Annual disclosure reporting for Series 2012 Bonds
• Monitor revenue and expense of the gas enterprise for rate setting
In general, provide ongoing utility technical support to the City Manager, Public Works Director,
and staff as requested. Beyond the above-identified areas, this letter agreement is general in
nature. All additional work shall be as directed only by the Public Works Director or City
Manager and agreed to by Dan Bergmann of IGS.
TERM:
This agreement is effective upon full execution. This agreement supersedes all other
agreements in place between IGS and Coalinga. This agreement shall continue until terminated
by either party on 30 days written notice, with or without cause.
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FEES:
For services provided by IGS:
$185 per hour
For administrative services:
$50 per hour
Lodging:
Actual cost, not to exceed $125 per night
Meals:
Not included
Mileage:
$0.545 per mile (2018), or the highest IRS approved rate
Driving time:
$75 per hour
CONFIDENTIALITY:
IGS and Coalinga recognize and agree that during the term, both will gain access to certain
information critical to the ongoing business operations of each entity. This may include, but not
be limited to, customers, clients, and supplier identities, transportation arrangements and terms,
and conditions of certain contractual arrangements relative to the above. Both parties to this
agreement specifically agree to keep any and all such information strictly confidential throughout
the term defined hereunder and subsequent to the termination of this Agreement. IGS and
Coalinga further agree not to utilize any such information to circumvent such ongoing business
activities of each other, either directly and/or through third parties.
WARRANTY:
IGS shall perform all services with due diligence in a good workmanlike manner under generally
accepted industry professional standards and, where applicable, standards imposed by law for
comparable or similar services. All materials incorporated into services shall be of good quality.
INDEMNIFICATION:
Coalinga agrees to defend, indemnify IGS and save it harmless from all losses, liabilities, or claims
including attorneys' fees and costs of court ("Claims"), from any and all persons, arising from or out of
claims associated with agreements between Coalinga and entities other than IGS. Coalinga further
agrees not to involve IGS in present or future litigation between Coalinga other entities, as a result of
Coalinga utilizing IGS work products as evidence. IGS agrees to defend, indemnify Coalinga and
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save it harmless from all Claims, from any and all persons, arising from or out of the work of IGS
hereunder, including but not limited to, the claims of customers, suppliers, and IGS employees.
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR:
In performing under this agreement, IGS shall act at all times as an independent contractor.
IGS shall not make any commitment or incur any charge or expense in the name of Coalinga.
IGS expressly agrees, acknowledges, and stipulates that neither this Agreement nor the
performance of its obligations or duties thereunder shall ever result in IGS, or anyone employed
by IGS, being:
A. An employee, agent, servant or representative of Coalinga; or
B. Entitled to any benefits from Coalinga, including, without limitation, pension, profit sharing,
accident insurance, or health, medical, life, or disability insurance benefits or coverage, to
which employees of Coalinga are entitled.
The sole and only compensation and/or benefit of any nature to which IGS shall be entitled are
the payments provided for herein. Coalinga shall have no direction or control of IGS or its
employees and agents except in the results to be obtained subject to Coalinga’s right to
review/inspect the services. The actual performance and supervision of all services shall be by
IGS, but the services shall meet the approval of Coalinga.
SOCIAL SECURITY AND WAGE TAX LIABILITY:
IGS agrees to pay timely and to accept exclusive liability for the payroll taxes, contributions for
unemployment compensation insurance, old age benefits, social security, and any other
payments now or hereafter imposed by the Government of the United States or by any state or
political subdivision thereof, which are measured by the ages, salaries or other remuneration
paid to IGS’s employees. IGS agrees to indemnify Coalinga and save it free and harmless from
and against any and all taxes, contributions, and/or payments imposed by law upon IGS.
ASSIGNMENTS AND SUBCONTRACTS:
This Agreement shall not be assigned or subcontracted. By this Agreement, Coalinga
specifically contracts for the personal services of Dan Bergmann.
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PAYMENT:
IGS shall bill Coalinga for work completed on a monthly basis. Payment is due 30 days after
receipt of the invoice. Any overdue payments may, at IGS sole discretion, accrue a late charge
of 1% per month.

INSURANCE:
IGS shall maintain insurance and shall submit certificates of insurance evidencing that
insurance meeting the following requirements is being provided:
1.

Errors and Omissions Insurance. If IGS is professionally licensed, IGS shall have such
errors and omissions insurance as shall protect City, its officers, directors, employees
and agents from claims based on errors or negligent acts or omissions which may arise
from IGS’ operations or performance under this Agreement, whether claims be made
during or subsequent to the term of this Agreement, and whether such operations or
performance be by IGS or its employees, Consultants, agents or anyone else directly or
indirectly employed by any of the foregoing. The amount of this insurance shall not be
less than $1,000,000.
Said policy shall be continued in full force and effect during the term of this Agreement.
In the event of termination of said policy, new coverage shall be obtained for the
required period to insure for the prior acts of IGS during the course of performing
services under the terms of this Agreement.

2.

Workers Compensation. IGS shall carry such insurance as will protect City and IGS
from claims under Workers Compensation and Employer’s Liability Acts; such insurance
to be maintained as to the type and amount in strict compliance with State statutes.

3.

General Liability. IGS shall obtain and keep in full force and effect general liability
insurance including provisions for contractual liability, personal injury, independent
Consultants and broad form property damage coverages. This insurance shall be on a
comprehensive occurrence basis form with a stand cross liability clause or endorsement.
The limit for this insurance shall be no less than $1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily
injury, personal injury and property damage. If commercial General Liability Insurance
or other form with a general aggregate limit is used, either the general aggregate limit
shall apply separately to this project/location or the general aggregate limit shall be twice
the required occurrence limit.

4.

Automobile Liability. IGS shall maintain automobile liability insurance with coverage for
any vehicle including those owned, leased, rented or borrowed. This insurance shall
have a standard cross liability clause or endorsement. The limit amount for this
insurance shall be no less than $1,000,000 per occurrence combined single limit for
bodily injury and property damage.

5.

Within thirty (30) days of the date of this Agreement, IGS shall provide the City with
Certificates of Insurance demonstrating compliance with provisions 1 through 4 above.
Said certificates shall specify or endorse to provide that ten (10) days notice shall be
given in writing to the City of any cancellations.
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NOTICES:
City of Coalinga

City of Coalinga
155 West Durian
Coalinga, CA 93210
Attn: City Manager

Interstate Gas Services, Inc.

Dan Bergmann / IGS
15 Shasta Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94597

SIGNATURES:
If the above conditions and terms meet with your approval, please sign below:

Signature

Date

Name Printed

Title

Dan Bergmann
President
Interstate Gas Services, Inc.

Date
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STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Award of Contract to Frisch Engineering, Inc. for Water Treatment Plant (WTP)
and Distribution System Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
System Upgrade
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
The City Manager recommends the City Council award and authorize the City Manager to execute a contract
to Frisch Engineering, Inc. of Folsom, California, for SCADA System Upgrade Engineering Services.

II. BACKGROUND:
Various improvements have been made (primarily by City staff) to the water system SCADA system since it
was installed in 1992. For example, SCADA system communication and control of the remote booster
pumping stations and reservoirs in the 1992 project was accomplished using hard wires that had been installed
underground in the 1972 project. The resulting system response time was very slow and the hard wires were
subject to continuing failure. Since 1992, City staff has obtained an FCC license and has installed radios at
the remote sites that now communicate with the SCADA system computer at the WTP. Other changes
include addition of a chloramination process and addition of two variable frequency drives (VFDs) at the raw
water pumping station to provide flow-control flexibility through the WTP if necessary. The VFDs are
usually not used.
As described above, the current WTP and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) network hardware is
built around older standards. The SCADA network is also in need of a significant upgrade but elements of
the existing software may be salvageable if advisable.

III. DISCUSSION:
Statements of Qualifications (SOQs) were received from 5 potential engineering firms for design, bidding,
and construction phase services for upgrade of the City of Coalinga Water Treatment Plant and Water
System SCADA system. The firms were ranked in accordance with the selection criteria listed in the Request
for Qualifications. Ranking of the SOQs are shown below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frisch Engineering, Inc. (Frisch)
Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. (Stantec)
Automated Control and Technical Services (AC&T)
Electrical Power Systems, Inc. (EPS)

5. Solomon Electrical and Data, Inc. (Solomon)
Frisch’s SOQ clearly demonstrates that they are highly qualified for this work. They are an
engineering/ consulting firm whose primary focus is electrical and SCADA system design. They also
offer PLC programming and SCADA system integration, installation, and repair of existing systems
but their primary functions are the services needed for this project. A partial list of items that I believe
set Frisch apart from the other firms is shown below:
Their SOQ demonstrated a clear understanding of the project. It was apparent that Frisch was
interested in this project, had come to Coalinga, and knows exactly what the City wants to do.
The Frisch SOQ also included a preliminary scope of work that was not specifically required by
the RFQ but will be a good start in developing the contractual scope of work for the project.
Their listed projects demonstrated extensive experience directly applicable to the Coalinga
project.
They closely followed the directions set out in the RFQ.
The proposed Frisch team is highly qualified for this assignment and they appear to have
appropriate levels of staff available to complete the project in a timely manner.
The rates are appropriate for a small consulting engineering firm.
City will work with Frisch to develop and negotiate a scope, fee. Upon successful negotiation of all terms,
the firm shall sign a Contract for the work at which point the Contract shall be signed by the City Manager
for approval. If it is not reasonably possible to enter a Contract with Frisch the City may commence
negotiation with the next highest ranked firm. If an agreement cannot be reached with that firm after a
reasonable amount, as determined by the City, then the City may commence negotiations with other firms

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
Do not approve Frisch Engineering, Inc. of Folsom, California, for SCADA system upgrade engineering
services – Staff does not recommend.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
This is a budgeted project from the Water Enterprise Fund (501-503-9844). The Statement of Qualification
(SOQ) is not to exceed $75,000.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name

Description

Contractor_Review_Letter.pdf

Contractor Review Letter

Selected_Firm_Letter.pdf

Selected Firm Letter

Non_Selected_Firms_Letter.pdf

Non Selected Firms Letter

Automated_Control_Technical.pdf

Automated Control Technical Services

Electrical_Power_Systems_Inc.pdf

Electrical Power Systems Inc

Electrical_Power_Systems.pdf

Electrical Power Systems

Frisch_Engineering.pdf

Frisch Engineering

Solomon_Electric_Data_Inc.pdf

Solomon Electric Data Inc

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Update on Councilman Ramsey's Request for a Presentation by an AT&T
Representative Regarding Internet Access in Coalinga
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Staff continues to solicit a representative of AT&T to attend a Council Meeting to make a presentation
regarding internet access in Coalinga.
This item will be added to the agenda once confirmation for an AT&T representative can be obtained.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Approve Purchase of 10" Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) for P-12 Motor at Water
Treatment Plant
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Approve purchase of 10" Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) for P-12 motor at Water Treatment Plant.

II. BACKGROUND:
Staff was informed the by seller the item would be under $20,000 and ordered the PVR. When the invoice
was received the total exceeded $20,000 due to tax and freight.

III. DISCUSSION:
The PRV is to replace an inoperable existing PRV on P-12 at the Water Treatment Plant.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
Remove PRV and ship back at City expense.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
Funds will be taken from the Water Enterprise Major Machinery and Equipment which as sufficient funds for
the cost of the part ($21,558.23).
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
PRV_Invoice.pdf

Description
PRV Invoice

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Direct Staff to Reestablish the Neighborhood Watch Program
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manage

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Mayor Vosburg.
This item simply directs staff to reestablish the Neighborhood Watch Program.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Direct Staff to Reach Out to Local Non-Profit Organizations to Obtain Information
on Social Services Provided and Place Informatio on City Website
Thursday, February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Mayor Vosburg.
He would like staff to reach out to the local non-profit organizations, schools, and service clubs to obtain
information on drug awareness programs, homeless assistance, etc and then provide a list of that information
on the City's website.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Direct Staff to Explore Options for Police Department Self-Reporting
Thursday, February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Mayor Vosburg.
This item directs staff to explore options to allow citizens to self report certain crimes. Staff would then
bring back the options to Council for consideration.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Approval of City Manager Performance Review Form
Thursday, Febrary 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Mayor Vosburg.
The City Attorney prepared the attached City Manager Performance Review Form. If approved, this form
would be used by the Council to evaluate the City Manager's performance.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
FORM_City_Manager_Eval_for_CC_Approval_021518_.pdf

Description
City Managers Performance Evaluation Form

City Manager Performance Evaluation
City of Coalinga

Evaluation period: January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017

Each member of the governing body should complete this evaluation form, sign it in the
space below, and return it to the City Attorney. The deadline for submitting this
performance evaluation is February 14, 2018. Evaluations will be summarized and
included on the agenda for discussion at the work session on February 15, 2018.
Council Member’s Signature

Date Submitted
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INSTRUCTIONS
This evaluation form contains ten categories of evaluation criteria. Each category
contains a statement to describe a behavior standard in that category. For each
statement, use the following scale to indicate your rating of the city manager’s
performance.
5 = Excellent (almost always exceeds the performance standard)
4 = Above average (generally exceeds the performance standard)
3 = Average (generally meets the performance standard)
2 = Below average (usually does not meet the performance standard)
1 = Poor (rarely meets the performance standard)
Any item left blank will be interpreted as a score of “3 = Average”
This evaluation form also contains a provision for entering narrative comments,
including an opportunity to enter responses to specific questions and an opportunity to
list any comments you believe appropriate and pertinent to the rating period. Please
write legibly.
Leave all pages of this evaluation form attached. Initial each page. Sign and date the
cover page. On the date space of the cover page, enter the date the evaluation form
was submitted. All evaluations presented prior to the deadline identified on the cover
page will be summarized into a performance evaluation to be presented by the
governing body to the city manager as part of the agenda for the meeting indicated on
the cover page.
PERFORMANCE CATEGORY SCORING
1.

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS
Diligent and thorough in the discharge of duties, “self-starter”
Exercises good judgment
Displays enthusiasm, cooperation, and will to adapt
Mental and physical stamina appropriate for the position
Exhibits composure, appearance and attitude appropriate for executive position

2.

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS AND STATUS
Maintains knowledge of current developments affecting the practice of local government
management
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Demonstrates a capacity for innovation and creativity
Anticipates and analyzes problems to develop effective approaches for solving them
Willing to try new ideas proposed by governing body members and/or staff
Sets a professional example by handling affairs of the public office in a fair and impartial
manner

3.

RELATIONS WITH ELECTED MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
Carries out directives of the body as a whole as opposed to those of any one member or
minority group
Sets meeting agendas that reflect the guidance of the governing body and avoids
unnecessary involvement in administrative actions
Disseminates complete and accurate information equally to all members in a timely
manner
Assists by facilitating decision making without usurping authority
Responds well to requests, advice, and constructive criticism

4.

POLICY EXECUTION
Implements governing body actions in accordance with the intent of council
Supports the actions of the governing body after a decision has been reached, both
inside and outside the organization
Understands, supports, and enforces local government’s laws, policies, and ordinances
Reviews ordinance and policy procedures periodically to suggest improvements to their
effectiveness
Offers workable alternatives to the governing body for changes in law or policy when an
existing policy or ordinance is no longer practical

5.

REPORTING
Provides regular information and reports to the governing body concerning matters of
importance to the local government, using the city charter as guide
Responds in a timely manner to requests from the governing body for special reports
Takes the initiative to provide information, advice, and recommendations to the
governing body on matters that are non-routine and not administrative in nature
Reports produced by the manager are accurate, comprehensive, concise and written to
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their intended audience
Produces and handles reports in a way to convey the message that affairs of the
organization are open to public scrutiny

6.

CITIZEN RELATIONS
Responsive to requests from citizens
Demonstrates a dedication to service to the community and its citizens
Maintains a nonpartisan approach in dealing with the news media
Meets with and listens to members of the community to discuss their concerns and
strives to understand their interests
Gives an appropriate effort to maintain citizen satisfaction with city services

7.

STAFFING
Recruits and retains competent personnel for staff positions
Applies an appropriate level of supervision to improve any areas of substandard
performance
Stays accurately informed and appropriately concerned about employee relations
Professionally manages the compensation and benefits plan
Promotes training and development opportunities for employees at all levels of the
organization

8.

SUPERVISION
Encourages heads of departments to make decisions within their jurisdictions with
minimal city manager involvement, yet maintains general control of operations by
providing the right amount of communication to the staff
Instills confidence and promotes initiative in subordinates through supportive rather than
restrictive controls for their programs while still monitoring operations at the department
level
Develops and maintains a friendly and informal relationship with the staff and work force
in general, yet maintains the professional dignity of the city manager’s office
Sustains or improves staff performance by evaluating the performance of staff members
at least annually, setting goals and objectives for them, periodically assessing their
progress, and providing appropriate feedback
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Encourages teamwork, innovation, and effective problem-solving among the staff
members

9.

FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Prepares a balanced budget to provide services at a level directed by council
Makes the best possible use of available funds, conscious of the need to operate the
local government efficiently and effectively
Prepares a budget and budgetary recommendations in an intelligent and accessible
format
Ensures actions and decisions reflect an appropriate level of responsibility for financial
planning and accountability
Appropriately monitors and manages fiscal activities of the organization

10.

COMMUNITY
Shares responsibility for addressing the difficult issues facing the city
Avoids unnecessary controversy
Cooperates with neighboring communities and the county
Helps the council address future needs and develop adequate plans to address long
term trends
Cooperates with other regional, state and federal government agencies

NARRATIVE EVALUATION
What would you identify as the manager’s strength(s), expressed in terms of the principle results
achieved during the rating period?

What performance area(s) would you identify as most critical for improvement?
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What constructive suggestions or assistance can you offer the manager to enhance
performance?

What other comments do you have for the manager; e.g., priorities, expectations, goals or
objectives for the new rating period?
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STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Approval of City Attorney Performance Review Form
Thursday, February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Mayor Vosburg.
The City Attorney prepared the attached City Attorney Performance Review Form. If approved, this form
would be used by the Council to evaluate the City Attorney's performance.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
FORM_City_Attorney_Eval_for_CC_Approval_021518.pdf

Description
City Attorney's Performance Evaluation Form

City Attorney Performance Evaluation
City of Coalinga

Evaluation period: January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017

Each member of the governing body should complete this evaluation form, sign it in the
space below, and return it to the City Manager. The deadline for submitting this
performance evaluation is February 14, 2018. Evaluations will be summarized and
included on the agenda for discussion at the work session on February 15, 2018.
Council Member’s Signature

Date Submitted
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INSTRUCTIONS
This evaluation form contains ten categories of evaluation criteria. Each category
contains a statement to describe a behavior standard in that category. For each
statement, use the following scale to indicate your rating of the city manager’s
performance.
5 = Excellent (almost always exceeds the performance standard)
4 = Above average (generally exceeds the performance standard)
3 = Average (generally meets the performance standard)
2 = Below average (usually does not meet the performance standard)
1 = Poor (rarely meets the performance standard)
Any item left blank will be interpreted as a score of “3 = Average”
This evaluation form also contains a provision for entering narrative comments,
including an opportunity to enter responses to specific questions and an opportunity to
list any comments you believe appropriate and pertinent to the rating period. Please
write legibly.
Leave all pages of this evaluation form attached. Initial each page. Sign and date the
cover page. On the date space of the cover page, enter the date the evaluation form
was submitted. All evaluations presented prior to the deadline identified on the cover
page will be summarized into a performance evaluation to be presented by the
governing body to the city manager as part of the agenda for the meeting indicated on
the cover page.
PERFORMANCE CATEGORY SCORING
1.

COUNCIL / CITY ATTORNEY RELATIONS
Carries out directives of the Council as a whole rather than those of any one Council
member
Assists the Council in resolving problems at the administrative level to avoid unnecessary
Council action
Keeps the Council appropriately informed of the City's legal affairs, including present and
potential litigation
Provides the Council with practical legal advice, keeping in mind alternatives and options
for implementing Council policy objectives, rather than focusing on legal impediments to
any single Council suggestion for implementing policy, is flexible, creative, and openminded
Recognizes and respects the Council's rote in developing City policy; does not allow
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personal outlook or views concerning policy to interfere with or color Council policy
Is receptive to constructive criticism and advice

2.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Accommodates complaints/requests for information from citizens, while recognizing role
as attorney for the City as an entity
Maintains a good working relationship with all news media
Willing to meet with members of the community on legal matters to discuss concerns
Cooperates and works effectively with neighboring communities and other governmental
units

3.

STAFF / PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Is accessible to, and works effectively with department managers and staff in providing
practical timely legal advice
Is flexible and open-minded in assisting staff to find solutions to staff problems rather than
focusing on legal impediments to any single proposal
Provides legal advice in decisive, understandable written opinions, where possible
Provides legal advice to all departments equally; does not favor or provide undo attention
to any single department
Attempts to work with departments with real or potential competing interests in order to
assist in resolving conflicts and establishing a uniform City interest or position

4.

PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS
Has sound understanding of substantive areas of law and legal procedures, especially in
areas of municipal and governmental affairs
Keeps abreast of changes in law through continuing education programs and
professional organizations
Uses the law creatively and effectively to advance Council-established policy and avoid
liability to the City
Seeks to minimize and avoid legal costs and judgements through representation of the
City
Effectively and actively supervises the Assistant City Attorneys, as well as retained
outside counsel, to minimize City costs and exposure to liability
Provides frank, practical, timely, substantively correct advice to City Council and
departments concerning City policies, programs, lawsuits, and liability
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Provides prophylactic and strategic advice in advance to allow City to shape and plan
conduct to comply with applicable laws and to avoid liability.
When providing advice to the City Council and others in a public setting, does so in a
manner which is sensitive to the competing needs of providing meaningful, useful advice
without embarrassing the City or Council, or otherwise exposing them to liability

5.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Accepts responsibility; admits and works to correct errors
Devotes time and energy effectively to do the job
Is creative, innovative, a “can-do” person
Works effectively with individuals and groups
Is humanistic and warm, yet decisive and professional
Has appropriate sense of humor
Functions effectively under pressure
Is honest, candid, and ethical

NARRATIVE EVALUATION
What would you identify as the attorney’s strength(s), expressed in terms of the principle results
achieved during the rating period?

What performance area(s) would you identify as most critical for improvement?
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What constructive suggestions or assistance can you offer the attorney to enhance
performance?

What other comments do you have for the attorney; e.g., priorities, expectations, goals or
objectives for the new rating period?
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STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Public Works & Utilities Monthly Report for January 2018
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Approve Public Works & Utilities Monthly Report for January 2018.

II. BACKGROUND:
None

III. DISCUSSION:
None

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
None

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
Monthly_Report_Jan_2018.pdf

Description
Public Works Monthly Report January 2018

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Appointment of a Planning Commissioner for Future Vacancy in the Planning
Commission
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Sean Brewer, Community Development Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Staff is recommending that the Council appoint one (1) new Planning Commissioner from the list of
applicants received from the advertisement or from the general public in anticipation of a vacancy on the
Planning Commission effective February 18, 2018.

II. BACKGROUND:
Commissioner Stoppenbrink's term will be up on February 18, 2018 and he has advised staff that he will not
be seeking reappointment by the Council. Therefore, as of February 18, 2018 there will be a vacancy on the
Coalinga Planning Commission which will need to be filled. In January, staff was given direction by the
Council to advertise the vacancy and accept applications from interested residents.

III. DISCUSSION:
On January 8, 2018 staff advertised the public service opportunity and set a deadline of January 29, 2018 so that
staff would have ample time to review the applications and prepare this report to Council for consideration. The
advertisement was sent to the Coalinga Recorder, it was placed on social media, the City website, posted at City
Hall and posted at the Chamber and Library.

Staff received four (4) applications. Staff received applications from Timi Schwartz, James Cavins, Oscar
Garza and Adam Adkisson (attached). All of these applicants provided their personal information and a summary
as to why they are interested in the position and what special knowledge and experiences they can bring to
the Commission.
Once the Council is ready to appoint a candidate, a member of the Council shall make a motion nominating a
member of the public to the commission and vote accordingly.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
The Commission may appoint either from the applicant pool or anyone else willing to accept a nomination
who meets the qualifications of a Planning Commissioner.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:

None
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name

Description

Adam_Adkisson_Application.pdf

Adam Adkisson Application

James_Cavins_Application.pdf

James Cavins Application

Oscar_Garza_Application.pdf

Oscar Garza Application

Timi_Schwartz_Application.pdf

Timi Schwartz Application

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Discussion, Direction and Potential Action regarding Placing the Status of City
Projects on the City of Coalinga Website
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Pete Preciado, Public Works & Utilities Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested by Mayor Vosburg.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Discussion, Direction and Potential Action regarding Directing Staff to work with a
company to update the City's Website to Enhance Transparency with City Budgets,
Projects, and Community Outreach
February 15, 2017
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Sean Brewer, Community Development Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This was a future agenda item requested by mayor Vosburg and staff is
seeking Council direction.

II. BACKGROUND:
Over a year ago Civic Plus presented various design services that they provide including a comprehensive
redesign of the City’s website. After their public presentation, the Council requested that staff request a
formal proposal from Civic Plus in order for the Council to consider updating the City’s website. In 2016,
staff received a proposal from Civic plusand presented to the Council where, at that time, the Council chose
not to proceed.

III. DISCUSSION:
Although this is a future agenda item, staff wanted to provide some historical information regarding the scope
and costs associated with redesigning the City's website. If it is the direction of the Council, staff can request
an updated quote from Civic Plus to compare past to current pricing.
Civic Plus is a design company specialized in designing, launching and managing government websites.
The Civic Plus Proposal for June 2016 is as follows:

1. Complete Website Design, use of Modules and Content Management System (Details in Proposal)
2. Project Enhancements and Functionality (Details in Proposal)
3. Hosting and Security (Details in Proposal)
4. Civic Plus Redesign Guarantee - At the end of your fourth year of continuous service with us, you are
eligible to receive a basic website redesign with no further out-of-pocket expense. Your website stays current
and doesn’t need to be re-built from the ground up again!
Total Year #1 Cost:

$25,890

Ongoing (Annual) Protection Services allows you to receive maximum benefit at minimal cost while
protecting your investment. Each year of your contract, you’ll receive system enhancements, maintenance and
optimization and have full access to our support staff so your site stays up-to-date with our latest features and
functionality. Your annual protection fee includes redundant hosting services, daily backups, extensive
disaster recovery plans, 24/7 support, software maintenance, system enhancements, recurring training, and
access to the CivicPlus community. Billed 12 months from contract signing - subject to annual 5% increase
year three and beyond (beginning year 2).
Cost After Year #1

$4,410

OPTION: Civic Plus also offers an Advantage Payment Plan to ease the budgetary impact of the new site
and provides a zero interest, level payment plan that divides the expense of your investment over the life of
the contract. Through a minimum four-year contract, it will dramatically lower you’re the City’s out of pocket
expenses for your Total Investment Year 1 cost.
Here is the breakdown of those 4 year costs:

Year #1
$11,570

Year #2
$11,570

Year #3
$11,570

Year #4
$4,630

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
Council can direct staff to proceed with requesting an updated quote from Civic Plus for website
design services.
Do not proceed with the redesign of the City website at this time.
Proceed with redesigning the City website through a competitive RFP process and solicit various
website design firms.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
Financial Options Based on June 2016 Proposal
Option 1: If the City Council chooses to proceed with Civic Plus and pay for the website in one lump sum
the cost would be $25,890 with an annual fee of $4,410 commencing after year #1. The following cost
allocation would be applicable for this type of project:
Fund
Allocation
Lump Sum

General Fund
60%
$15,534

Water Fund
10%
$2,589

Sewer Fund
10%
$2,589

Gas Fund
10%
$2,589

Gas Tax Fund
10%
$2,589

Option 2: If the City Council chooses to proceed with Civic Plus and use the payment advantage plan the
cost would be broken down as below:
Fund
Allocation
Payments (First
3)*
Final Payment

General Fund Water Fund Sewer Fund
60%
10%
10%
$6,942
$1,157
$1,157

Gas Fund
10%
$1,157

Gas Tax Fund
10%
$1,157

$2,778

$463

$463

$463

$463

(Year 4)
*Per Year
Since Civic Plus offers multiple modules as part of their content management system, there is a possibility
that their agenda software may be able to replace that of NOVUS Agenda and save the City approximately
$4,200 which essentially offset the annual operating cost of the website expected to be $4,410.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
CP_Proposal_CA__Coalinga_Revised_6-1-16.pdf

Description
CivicPlus Proposal

ACHIEVING YOUR VISION

THE CITY OF COALINGA,
CALIFORNIA
REVISED AS OF JUNE 1, 2016

PHIL CARSELOWEY
REGIONAL SALES MANAGER

June 1, 2016
Sean Brewer
City of Coalinga
155 West Durian
Coalinga CA 93210
Dear Sean:
Meeting the expectations of citizens is at the core of civic responsibility. Finding that perfect blend of functionality, ease of
maintenance and citizen engagement can be daunting. Today’s “what I want, when I need it” population is all about digital
and timely responses. Saving time and money and increasing citizen satisfaction is every government entity’s goal. How do
you achieve both? It’s easy with CivicPlus—we help you achieve your vision of success.
Based on our conversations, we know that CivicPlus can deliver a successful website for Coalinga. With nearly 20 years of
experience and just over 2,200 clients, we have the experience and knowledge to meet your needs. Our goal is to provide
you with a platform that will allow you to update content share information to the public quickly and allow your internal staff
to build out forms, including agendas, with ease. With our all-inclusive solution, you will be able to cut costs by eliminating
third party vendors. We plan to develop your vision of success together and deliver the high design standards you seek while
making information and services easy to access for all. With our future-proof product, you will receive a free basic redesign
every 48 months and you will remain on the cutting edge of website designs and technological advances! Our goal is to
help you work smarter, not harder, and provide Coalinga with a fully responsive design, cutting edge look and positive user
experience throughout the website. All of the Coalinga departments will be very impressed with what CivicPlus can bring to
your City.
Please review our proposal closely. We encourage you to contact our references and find out for yourself their experiences
working with CivicPlus. We think you will be impressed. With CivicPlus, you will save time, resources, and dollars by moving
your communications online and your citizens will find what they need, when they need it. We look forward to working with
you and your staff to help make your vision become a reality.
Sincerely,

Phil Carselowey, Regional Sales Manager
Carselowey@CivicPlus.com
302 S. 4th Street, Suite 500		
Manhattan, KS 66502
Direct Line 785-410-5254
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ACHIEVING YOUR VISION
Coalinga’s proactive vision to develop a
user-friendly, self-service government web
environment for its community and employees
is commendable. You should have complete
confidence that the firm you choose to achieve
your vision and create your website is the
right choice. Becoming your strategic, trusted
partner is paramount to the professionals at
CivicPlus.
Although you currently have a capable
web presence, it’s time for a new look with
better functionality. CivicPlus will help you
re-envision, re-new and re-invigorate your
website. Working closely with you, we will
assist in designing a new look, updated
usability, accessibility and quality for the
delivery and exchange of information for your
audience.
Our approach to achieving your vision will
include:
  Unique

Design – A customized website
design to meet your unique needs and
desires. This will include project design,
development, and implementation of our
content management system, CivicEngage,
as well as hosting and continual support.

  CivicEngage

Content Management System
(CivicEngage CMS) – Our robust, secure and
sophisticated management system allows
development of new content and the
migration of existing content all within an
intuitive and easy to use platform for your
staff to update and manage.

  Customized

Training – Offered either onsite
or virtually, our trainers will ensure your
staff is ready to hit the ground running at
Go Live.

  Dedicated

Project Team & Continuing
Support – Your dedicated team will assist
you through the development process,
and includes your project manager, expert
designer, and a team of content experts to
edit and optimize your website. Our support
team ensures your complete satisfaction
with our products for as long as you are part
of the CivicPlus family.

  Fully

Responsive Design – As part of
providing industry-leading technology,
responsive design is included with your
CivicPlus site. With responsive design, your
site adjusts to the screen size regardless of
the device they are using.

  Guaranteed

Redesign – At the end of your
fourth year of continuous service with us,
you are eligible to receive a basic website
redesign with no further out-of-pocket
expense. Your website stays current and
doesn’t need to be re-built from the ground
up again!
Connection – THE place to stay in the
loop! Our online community for all CivicPlus
clients provides you the venue to exchange
ideas and best practices with other CP
clients; continue training and learning
more about CivicEngage CMS and support
services.

  CP

OUR
PHILOSOPHY
Deliver a unique and
customized, fully responsive
website design reflecting
your vision.
■■  Intuitive

navigation
and page layout with
unlimited submenus
and subpages.

■■  True

live editing and
training so your staff
can be efficient on
day one of your new
website.

■■  Interactive

functionality through
CivicEngage and
continuously updated,
cutting-edge solutions
designed by experts
specifically for you.

  CivicSend

– Our integrated e-communication
platform allows for texts, unlimited
emails and social media updates to be
communicated through visually rich,
mobile responsive and easily customizable
templates from a single interface.
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CIVICPLUS COMPANY OVERVIEW

DID YOU
KNOW?

CivicPlus is the unique provider of the
CivicEngage content management system—
the most innovative, user-friendly and
comprehensive source for engaging Government
websites. Our clients’ solutions are based on the
latest in web coding technologies. They function
across all major browsers, platforms (including
mobile) and incorporate engaging features such
as social media integration.
Today, under the leadership of founder Ward
Morgan, CivicPlus has more than 200 staff
members and continues to implement new
technologies and services to maintain the
highest standards of excellence and efficiency
for our more than 2,200 clients with over
50,000 users and over 50 million visitors (and
counting!).
Our commitment to setting the standard in
website design, management and government
communication has been instrumental in making
CivicPlus a leader in web design, communication
programming and hosting.

CivicPlus was
recently recognized
as one of the
top 100 leading
companies…“that
are making a
difference in the
state and local
government market...to improve or transform
government, or...having created new models for
delivering services” by the respected, industry
publication GovernmentTechnology. Ensuring
the services we provide are respected, tested
and enduring.

Our clients have won over
370 state and national awards
for their websites designed
and implemented by CivicPlus.
We think our clients’ success
speaks for the quality of
our work.

We consider it a privilege to partner with
municipalities such as yours to provide your
community a website that will serve your needs
today and in the future.
Your new website will convey a sense of place
for your community, be visually appealing
and utilize the latest technology to provide
a convenient source of information to
communicate and engage your community – so
they can find the information they need, when
they want it.
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Why should Coalinga choose CivicPlus to
achieve its vision?
are driven by client service, not billings.
Our goal is to become your trusted partner
and deliver what you need.

  We

securely host your site in our stateof-the-art facilities – keeping it safe. We
exceed industry standards maintaining over
99.7% uptime for our clients’ websites!

  We

set the industry standard and have
the reputation to back it up, for helping
governments better connect with citizens
and constituents and we will bring that same
expertise to your project.

  Our

proven step-by-step implementation
process has been effective for clients
throughout the United States, Canada and
Australia.

  We

  We

deliver in-house professional consulting
services to provide direction for your vision,
alignment, consistency and peace of mind
knowing your website will be what you need
today and tomorrow.

  We

develop highly-usable, mobile responsive
sites so your website is available anywhere
at any time.

  We

create a website specific to how you and
your citizens will use it and design it to be
both end-user and maintenance friendly.

  

Since our inception nearly 20 years ago,
our focus has been and continues to be,
helping local governments work better and
that involves knowing what you need to be
successful in your procurement process.
From the RFP process and finalization
interviews to contract negotiation and
approval to accounting and billing, CivicPlus
brings the experience and familiarity
with procurement processes to help keep
your project moving forward and moving
smoothly.

Our dedication to working closely with you
throughout the project and developing a uniqueto-you design ensures we deliver a website
that is not only functional, but will WOW your
visitors.

We can’t wait to get started on yours!

HEAR FROM
OUR CUSTOMERS
“I became increasingly
impressed with the capability
of CivicPlus. We had other
companies come in and do
presentations; some of their
websites were beautiful, but
they weren’t as interactive or
integrated with other modules,
or they were limited as to
what they could do. The fact
that CivicPlus customized from
scratch, not from a template,
was fantastic. Every module I
could ever think of and more
was fully integrated with the
site — which was a dream
come true.”
Tricia Dzuris
Assistant to Town Manager
Chelmsford, MA
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YOUR TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
From project management, design and development to training and support, CivicPlus professionals will coordinate your needs
with qualified, dedicated specialists who will work directly with you throughout your project development and beyond.

Phil Carselowey - Regional Sales Manager
As your regional sales manager, I will initially work with you to determine the best solutions for your administrative
users and website audience. My extensive knowledge of our CivicEngage CMS, website usability expertise and
client-driven philosophy will ensure that we arrive at the best solution for your budget.

Adam Block – Manager of Project Administration
Adam leads our project management team. This team oversees inter-departmental and client
interactions assuring that your project will be developed in a timely manner by professional
website experts. Using their knowledge of effective online citizen engagement techniques, they
will keep the process moving smoothly from phase to phase.

Jessica Jones – Manager of Content Development
Jessica’s goal is to help make your website convey the messages you need. She heads our content
development department. She will assign a team of developers to help you develop and maintain
quality content for your site and keep your project on schedule.

Tony Ridder – Manager of Creative Services
Tony knows all things design. He is the head of our creative development and graphic
representations and is responsible for each website overview and uniqueness. He leads our
brilliant team of designers at CivicPlus and will team you with the right designer for your project.

Jim Steffensmeier – Manager of Training and Consulting
From consulting services to content development to technical specifications, our consulting and
training department will assist you in developing the right message in the right way by the right
team. He will coordinate his team of professionals to deliver the solutions you need to achieve
your training and consulting success.

Amy Vikander – Director of Account Management
After your Go Live date, Amy will assign an account manager to your project. Your account
manager stays current on new CivicPlus products and will continue to optimize your site. This
specialized team member will provide you with information on how to better engage your citizens
utilizing the tools that CivicPlus has put into place on your website.
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Average Project
Timeline 16-25 Weeks

OUR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
Consulting, design, usability guidance, programming, secure hosting
and dedicated training - CivicPlus delivers all of this and more during the
development of your new website.

Typical Project Timeline

Timeline
Timeline 4-6 Weeks

Phase 1 – Website Optimization
Includes: Needs assessment, best practices, and takeaways
assigned.

4-6 weeks

Phase 2 - Website Layout
Includes: Layout presentation, mood board and main navigation
review, design feedback meeting and approval and takeaways
assigned.

3-5 weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

Phase 3 – Website Reveal
Includes: Presentation of a functional website based on goals,
recommendations and combined vision; final approval and takeaways assigned.

3-5 weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

Phase 4 – Customized Training
Includes: Customized to give your staff the skills they need to
maintain your website.

3-4 weeks

Phase 5 – Go Live

3-5 weeks

Website Launch

16 - 25 Weeks
(On Average)

Timeline 3-4 Weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks
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Average Project
Timeline 16-25 Weeks

Timeline 4-6 Weeks

Kick-Off Meeting
During the initial kick-off meeting, you will
meet your project manager to establish
your project timeline, review the startup kit
and discuss the takeaway items that need
to be completed. Your project manager will
discuss the implications of deadlines and the
expectations required to keep the project on
track.

Deliverables Include:
  Layout:

You will be presented with a custom
layout that showcases the placement of
your navigation and key functionality.
Very similar to the floor plan of a house,
the layout will allow you to focus on
where things are and if the function and
proportion of the space is adequate.

  Global

Phase 1: Website Optimization
Review Needs
We will review where you are now and discuss
where you want to go.

Functionality, Design & Content
We will review how you want your website to
look, feel and function.

Best Practices
We will discuss our CivicPlus content best
practices and standards.

Phase 2: Website Layout
Based on your results and goals outlined
during the website optimization phase, your
project team will collaborate to present the
most effective user interface for your website,
ensuring a flexible design optimized to display
in any format now and in the future.

Navigation: Simple navigation and
consistent page layouts ensure that your
visitors can easily find the information they
seek. We’ll provide you with a best practice
navigation for your new website based
on your community engagement goals
and our prior experience in working with
government entities.

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

Board: Your Project Team will also
present a custom mood board reflecting
the color and imagery that will set the
tone for your design. A mood board is
a collection of colors, textures, images,
graphics, text and descriptive words.
These items will be applied to the floor
plan you choose. Think of this as the paint
that will be used on the canvas that you
have chosen.

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

  Mood

Timeline 3-4 Weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks
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Average Project
Timeline 16-25 Weeks

Phase 3: Website Reveal
Your Project Team will present your layout,
functionality and design based on your goals,
our recommendations and our combined
vision.

Content Development
During the Kick-Off Meeting and Phase 1 your
staff has the role of updating the content
on your current primary site. While you
are making design decisions, our content
development team will optimize and reorganize
your content based on CivicPlus best practices.
Content from sites other than the primary site
can be migrated to the new primary site for an
additional fee.
The CivicPlus content usability experts
research and establish their standards from
the following resources: Jakob Nielsen, www.
Usability.gov and www.HowTo.gov. We will
format and reorganize your content so it is easy
for visitors to quickly scan and retrieve desired
information. There is no limit to the pages
you can create after you have gone through
training.

Copyright authorization and/or photography
production are required unless you already
have quality, usable photographs.

Accessibility Compliance
There are two accessibility standards applicable
to local government: Section 508 of the
Americans with Disabilities Act and Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0.
With more than 2,200 local government clients,
accessibility compliance is a topic we take
seriously. As a leader in the local government
space, CivicPlus references the more robust
WCAG international standard for accessibility
compliance. We provide highly compliant
sites based on WCAG 2.0 A and AA, which
encompasses and surpasses ADA Section 508
requirements. We will make recommendations
on best practices for keeping your content
accessible and available for all users by
ensuring that, among other things:
  All

display throughout the site

tags are used for images

  Site

Design Review
You will have the opportunity to evaluate
and collaborate with the Project Team on
proposed changes. You can revise your design
composition up to the deadline that you and
your project manager agree upon during the
timeline meeting (the average client requests
a total of three). After that deadline, your
project’s Go Live date will be adjusted.
Following design approval and functionality
development, we conduct a review to ensure
your expectations are met and website best
practices are upheld. Custom designs are rarely
produced in anticipation of a project.

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

menu items are clickable

  Submenus
  Alt

Timeline 4-6 Weeks

maps are dynamically generated

  Documents

and links can be set to open in
the same window

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

With our commitment to ongoing code-base
updates and compliant content standards,
we’ve got you covered.
Timeline 3-4 Weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks
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Average Project
Timeline 16-25 Weeks

Phase 4: Customized Training

Phase 5: Go Live

Our goal for training is to give your staff the
skills and tools they need to quickly and easily
keep your website current. Trainers will work
with you to ensure your staff is correctly
trained. Before your site is launched, CivicPlus
provides in-person or online webinar training
to equip your staff with the knowledge, tools
and comfort level needed to maintain the site’s
integrity upon Go Live.

This is an exciting time; it is the last step before
your new site launches! Your Project Team
will provide you the information you need to
prepare your site for Go Live.

Regardless of technical ability, we will help your
staff gain the confidence to effectively maintain
your website.
Features, Module & Page Creation Training
Included in our training for Administrators
& Content Contributors will be delivering
an understanding of your site’s navigation
and page layout and how these affect target
audiences. We will instruct your staff on
creating area-rights and back-end features for
site administration as well as review all the
modules included with your site. Your staff will
learn how to create links, format text and lay
out pages for usability and scannability.
CivicPlus training manuals and videos are
available for download at no cost from our
online resources.

Testing and Review
You typically have three weeks after training to
become familiar with your site. This will allow
you to add, create and make adjustments to
content on your production site, as well as
ensure overall satisfaction with your website.
Content changes will display and function the
same way before and after your Go Live date.
Upon completion of a collaborative final
review of the website and a final spelling and
links checkup by our Quality Control Team,
your domain name is directed to the newly
developed website.

Timeline 4-6 Weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

You are now a part of the CivicPlus family
and will continue to receive both technical
and consultative support from our support
and account management team.
Timeline 3-5 Weeks

Timeline 3-4 Weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks
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Average Project
Timeline 16-25 Weeks

Your Role
We will need your help to create the strongest
possible website for your community. During
the process, you will have homework. Yes,
homework! We will need you to:

Gather Photos and Logos

Assess Your Current Website

Department List

For the best consulting experience possible
the following takeaways need to be completed
prior to your consulting:

Provide a list of all departments in your
organization.

Collect pictures that will be used in the overall
design and logos or branding that should
remain consistent.

Website Statistics
  Functionality

and Design Form - Prior to
starting this form, research other websites
that you like based on functionality
and design elements. Provide URLs and
specifics about what you like. This form
also asks for details on your community’s
tagline, logo and branding.

  Web

Team Form - Prior to starting this
form, please have an understanding of
your project goals, focus and expectations.
This allows your CivicPlus project team to
develop a site specific to your needs and
lays the foundation for developing a highly
functional information architecture.

  Content

Form – The information that you
provide on this form will also help our
content development professionals to
assess your wants and needs.

Clean House and Update Content
We will need you to update the content on
your current primary live website. This step
is critical to guaranteeing the information
available is relevant, fresh and on-point. Your
staff should delete any pages from your current
website that you no longer want or need and
ensure the remaining information is applicable
and up-to-date. If you are not able to access
your current site, our team will work with
you to ensure that your content needs are
addressed.

Provide statistics from your current site for
the previous 12 months along with a list of all
pages and downloaded documents.

Timeline 4-6 Weeks

Site Map
Provide the outline of your current site’s
navigational structure.

External Application List
Supply a list of all third-party or in-house
applications being utilized.

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

Verbatim Content
Compile a list of any content on your current
website that must be migrated verbatim to
your new site.

Timeline 3-5 Weeks

Update Internet Browsers

Timeline 3-4 Weeks

Timeline 3-5 Weeks
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SCOPE OF WORK
Kick-Off Meeting
Deliverable: Project timeline, training jump start, online forms, kick-off meeting

CivicPlus will:
  Assign

a project manager to your project

  Conduct

a project Kick-off meeting to review awarded

contract
  Establish
  Identify

  Provide

  Completion

of: Functionality and Design Form, Web
Team Form and Content Form (prior to Phase 1)

  Attend

communication plan for project duration

all key internal and external key stakeholders

  Develop

What we will need from you:

project plan and timeline

project management and support

Kick-off meeting with key stakeholders and
decision makers

  Approval

of the project timeline

  Update

current primary content and delete any pages
no longer needed or not to be migrated.

Phase 1: Website Optimization
Deliverable: Website optimization meeting

CivicPlus will:
communication support and status to key
stakeholders via email or phone as needed

What we will need from you:

  Provide

  Gather

  Review

  Collect

goals and expectations you submitted on
the completed forms to ensure all needs are clearly
understood

and provide statistics from the current website
for the previous 12 months
graphics to be incorporated in the new site

  Submit

a list of all divisions and/or departments within
the organization

  Submit

a list of third-party and in-house developed
applications presently being utilized

  A

site map or outline of the current website’s
navigational structure

  A

list of any content on the primary website that must
remain intact (verbatim)

Phase 2: Website Layout
Deliverable: Website grayscale layout and mood board color pallet presentation

CivicPlus will:
  Present

one custom layout in grayscale and one mood
board color palette including placement of navigation,
graphic buttons and feature areas - based on
previously determined goals

  Begin

design development once approved

What we will need from you:
  Approval

of and/or request changes to layout and
mood board concepts

  Review
  Phase

of marketing packet material and guidelines

2 - Website Layout billing milestone complete
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Phase 3: Website Reveal
Deliverable: Website design and production

CivicPlus will:

What we will need from you:

  Present

a fully functional website on production URL

  Evaluate

  Migrate

all agreed upon content pages

  Collaborate

  Migrate

Microsoft Word or .pdf documents of current,
plus previous three years, of agendas and minutes

  Conduct

a quality review of the website to ensure the
statement of work is met, after approval of design and
functionality

  Coordinate

  Provide

and provide feedback on design and content
with CivicPlus on proposed changes

all necessary DNS items identified

  Submit

any revisions to design (until agreed deadline
date determined during Kick-off meeting)

  Design

changes requested after agreed deadline date,
will cause Go Live date to be adjusted

training needs

Phase 4: 3 Days of Virtual Customized Training for up to 6 staff members
Deliverable: Train System Administrator(s) on CivicEngage Administration, permissions, setting up groups and users,
module administration. Basic User training on pages, module entries, applying modules to pages. Applied use and
usability consultation

CivicPlus will:
  Provide

training as agreed upon for staff members,
based on internal daily task and workflow

  Train

staff on CivicEngage, including updating content
pages and modules

What we will need from you:
  Provide

a location for training with internet access

  Provide

computers for training purposes

  Phase

4 - Training billing milestone complete

  Provide

access to online training manuals and videos
for additional assistance

Phase 5: Go Live
Deliverable: Custom website launched to the public.

CivicPlus will:
  Address

system issues identified

  Redirect

the domain name to the newly developed
website once you sign off on the completed project

What we will need from you:
  Test

CivicEngage functionality and update the final site
as per approved timeline

  Report
  Sign

any system issues

off on finalized site before Go Live

Project Enhancements
  CivicSend
  CivicMedia
  3

with live streaming video (10 GB of server storage included)

Days of Virtual Content and Navigation Consulting
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HEAR FROM
OUR CUSTOMERS
“Converting our old
web site in to the modern
County web presence
would have cost more
in time and frustration
than the reasonable cost
associated with hiring
CivicPlus consulting staff
to lead the way.”

Brea, California
URL:
www.ci.brea.ca.us

Contact:
Cindie Ryan
PIO
714-990-7673
cindier@cityofbrea.net

Snohomish County, WA
David Stroble
Business Analysis & Project
Management Team

EXPERIENCE & CLIENT REFERENCES
We have assisted more than 2,200 clients throughout the United States, Australia and Canada
with the design, implementation and hosting of new, engaging, innovative and functional
websites. Included are just a few examples of relevant sites, similar in scope to your project,
which we have designed. But don’t take our word for the success of these sites. Contact our
clients and let them tell you about their experiences working with CivicPlus. Want to see more?
Just let us know…we have about 2,200 we can share with you!
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Citrus Heights, California
URL:
www.citrusheights.net
Contact:
Brian Koski
Director of IT
916-727-4735
bkoski@citrusheights.net

HEAR FROM OUR
CUSTOMERS
“A company is created by
its people. The CivicPlus
staff is phenomenal.

La Habra, California
URL:
www.lahabracity.com
Contact:
Norissa Cuyno
Community Information Coordinator
562-383-4015
ncuyno@lahabraca.gov

CivicPlus is going to
understand what your
town means to you and
your residents and how
you want your town or
city to appear. They are
just as passionate about
promoting your area as
you are.”
Castle Rock, Colorado
Karen McGrath
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HOSTING & SECURITY SERVICES
CivicPlus protects your investment and takes hosting and security of our client sites seriously. Redundant power sources and
internet access ensure consistent and stable connections. We invest over $1.0m annually to ensure we adapt to the everchanging security landscape while providing maximum availability. To help ensure your site is protected at the level you need,
CivicPlus offers two options for coverage.
Included Hosting & Security Package
Your system is monitored 24/7/365. CivicPlus’ extensive, industry-leading process
and procedures for protecting and hosting your site is unparalleled. From our secure
data center facilities to constant and vigilant monitoring and updating of your system,
including 99.7% guaranteed up-time. We’ve got you covered. This security option
covers up to five (5) unique domain addresses. Additional annual charges will apply for
any domain sites above the included five.
Platinum Hosting & Security Package
Ensuring your visitors can access your site and that it continues to be business as usual with least amount of interruption
is attainable through the CivicPlus Platinum hosting and security. Cyber security is a high profile topic that makes the news
almost daily. Every industry is a target, including local government. Our Platinum package protects your site through all of our
included hosting and security features, but also adds the peace of mind of comprehensive and continuous DDoS protection.
Our team has been pressure tested by high-profile events and has the experience and expertise to handle any situation.
Coverage and annual services cost is per domain name/URL. We’ve got you covered.
Ongoing Protection Services
If you choose the Included Package and experience a DDoS attack or threat, CivicPlus has mitigation and DDoS Advanced
Security options that are available to you at the time of event. Whatever your needs are we have an option that will be a fit
for your community.

Included
Hosting & Security

Platinum Upgrade
Hosting & Security





network infrastructure





power backup & generators

















24/7/365

24/7/365

Hosting & Security Features
Data Center
  Highly

reliable data center

  Managed
  On-site

  Multiple
  Fully

telecom/network providers

redundant network

  Highly

secure facility

  System

monitoring
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Hosting
  Automated
  Server

CivicEngage software updates

management & monitoring

  Multi-tiered
  Server

software architecture

software updates & security patches

















  Database

server updates & security patches





  Antivirus

management & updates

























22 Gb/s

45 Gb/s













  Server-class
  Redundant
  High

hardware from nationally recognized provider

firewall solutions

performance SAN with N+2 reliability

Bandwidth
  Multiple

network providers in place

  Unlimited

bandwidth usage for normal business operations
(does not apply in the event of a cyber attack)

  Burst

bandwidth

Disaster Recovery
  Emergency
  On-line
  Event

after-hours support, live agent (24/7)

status monitor by Data Center

notification emails

  Guaranteed

recovery TIME objective (RTO)

8 hours

4 hours

  Guaranteed

recovery POINT objective (RPO)

24 hours

4 hours

  Pre-emptive

monitoring for disaster situations













  Multiple

data centers

  Geographically

diverse data centers

DDoS Mitigation
Defined DDoS Attack Process
  

Identify attack source





  

Identify type of attack





  

Monitor attack for threshold* engagement





Not Included
Additional coverage
available at time of event.
(Additional fees apply)



DDoS Advanced Security Coverage
  

Continuous DDoS mitigation coverage

  

Content Distribution Network support

  

Proxy server support

  

Live User Detection service





*Thresholds:
Traffic exceeds 25 Mb/s sustained for 2+ hours
Traffic over 1 Gb/s at any point during attack
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CONTINUING SERVICE & SUPPORT
CivicPlus won’t be with you just for the development, design and launch – we will be here year
after year to respond to new needs and new opportunities for you to continue to have the best site
possible. We offer all of our clients continuing support and additional advantages as a member of
the CivicPlus family.
HEAR FROM
OUR CUSTOMERS

Dedicated Account Management
CivicPlus has a team of dedicated account managers to help you implement the tools needed to
successfully meet the level of Community Engagement that you desire. Upon website Go Live, you
will have a dedicated member of this team to help you keep up on new CivicPlus products and
optimize your site. This specialized team member can provide you with further information on how
to engage your citizens, utilizing the tools that CivicPlus has put into place on your new website.

“CivicPlus acted
quickly to quash a
DDOS on our website.
The site was back up

Around-the-Clock Technical Support
Our support personnel are ready to answer your staff members’ questions and ensure their
confidence in using our site. When you choose CivicPlus, our knowledgeable staff is available from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. (CST) to field your calls and emails, and emergency services are available after
regular hours with our on-call staff 24-hours a day.
In addition to fielding support requests, CivicPlus is proactive in identifying any potential system
issues. Through regularly scheduled reviews of site logs, error messages, servers, router activity
and the internet in general, our personnel often identify and correct issues before they even affect
our clients’ websites. Our expertise in website management provides assurance to our clients that
their site is in good hands.

Support

Maintenance of CivicPlus
Application & Modules

7 a.m. – 7 p.m. (CST) Monday – Friday (excluding holidays)

Install service patches for OS system enhancements

24/7 Emergency Support

Fixes

Dedicated support personnel

Improvements

2-hour response during normal hours

Integration

Usability improvements

Testing

Integration of system enhancements

Development

Proactive support for updates & fixes

Usage License

within an hour. The
speed in which your
folks responded and
the personal attention
of your staff was very
refreshing. I will give
a double thumbs up to
CivicPlus on this issue.
I even bragged about
you at our Director’s
meeting!”
Sally Ellertson
Public Information Officer
City of Burleson, TX

Online training manuals
Monthly newsletters
Routine follow-up check-ins
CivicPlus Connection
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT ESTIMATE
All Quotes are in US Dollars and Valid for 60 Days from June 1, 2016. Prices per project - fixed.

CivicEngage Content Management System (including
upgrades, maintenance and support)
Migration of 100 pages of existing content
3 Days of Virtual Customized Training for up to 6 staff
members

Included

Project
Enhancements &
Functionality

CivicSend
CivicMedia with live streaming video (10 GB of server
storage included)
3 Days of Virtual Content and Navigation Consulting

Included

Hosting &
Security

Included Premium Hosting & Security Package
Hosting server storage not to exceed 20 GB

Project
Development &
Deployment

HEAR FROM
OUR CUSTOMERS
“If you’re a municipality
that has limited IT and
communication resources,
Included

CivicPlus is definitely
worth looking into. When

Total Investment Year 1

The CivicPlus Advantage Payment Plan (details below) allows you to pay over the length of your
contract - lowering your initial “out of pocket” expenses dramatically.)

$25,890

we were thinking about a
new website, we decided,
‘Let’s get a professional

Ongoing (Annual) Protection Services allows you to receive maximum benefit at minimal cost

in here who already has

while protecting your investment. Each year of your contract, you’ll receive system enhancements,

this figured out to get

maintenance and optimization and have full access to our support staff so your site stays up-to-date

our website going.’ The

with our latest features and functionality. Your annual protection fee includes redundant hosting
services, daily backups, extensive disaster recovery plans, 24/7 support, software maintenance, system

whole process was a good

enhancements, recurring training, and access to the CivicPlus community. Billed 12 months from

experience. From the time

contract signing - subject to annual 5% increase year three and beyond (beginning

we signed the contract, we

year 2)

$4,410

CivicPlus Advantage Payment Plan eases the budgetary impact of your new site and provides
a zero interest, level payment plan that divides the expense of your investment over the life
of the contract. Through a minimum four-year contract, it will dramatically lower your out of
pocket expenses for your Total Investment Year 1 cost.

had our website up and
running in six months.
And CivicPlus has really
good customer service.
I think our money was
definitely well-spent.”

CivicPlus Advantage Annual
Investment Payments

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

$11,570

$11,570

$11,570

$4,630

Kirstyn Barr
Public Information Officer
Vienna, Virginia

CivicPlus Redesign Guarantee
At the end of your fourth year of continuous service with us, you are eligible to receive a
basic website redesign with no further out-of-pocket expense. Your website stays current and
doesn’t need to be re-built from the ground up again!
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CIVICPLUS FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY
Developed for organizations that have a need to update their site frequently, CivicPlus provides a powerful government content
management structure and website menu management system. The system allows non-technical employees the ability to
easily update any portion of your website instantaneously. The CivicPlus content management system, CivicEngage utilizes
Microsoft SQL Server, ASP, JavaScript and HTML for web development.
Each website begins with a unique design developed to meet your specific communication and marketing goals, while
showcasing the individuality of your community. Features and capabilities are added and customized as necessary, and all
content is organized in accordance with web usability standards.

Modules

Functionality

Agenda Center

Action Items Queue

Alerts Center & Emergency Alert Notification

Audit Trail / History Log

Archive Center

Automated PDF Converter

Bid Postings

Automatic Content Archiving

Blog

Dynamic Breadcrumbs

Business/Resource Directory

Dynamic Sitemap

Calendar

Expiring Items Library

Citizen Request Tracker™ (5 users)

Fully Responsive

Community Connection

Graphic Link Administration

Community Voice™

Links Redirect

Document Center

Menu Management

ePayments / eCommerce Integration (Online Payments)

Mouse-over Menu Structure

Facilities & Reservations

Live Editing and Page Creation

Form Center

Online Web Statistics

Frequently Asked Questions

Printer Friendly/Email Page

Intranet

RSS

Job Postings

Site Layout Options

My Dashboard

Site Search & Entry Log

News Flash

Slideshow

Notify MeTM email and 500 SMS subscribers

Social Media Integration - to existing accounts

Opinion Poll

User & Group Administration Rights

Photo Gallery

Web Page Upload Utility

Quick Links

Website Administrative Log

Real Estate Locator

Workflow Site Tool

Spotlight
Staff Directory
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CIVICPLUS PREMIUM MODULES
  Agenda

Center – Create and display agendas and minutes
for various civic organizations

  Frequently

  Alert

  Job

  Bid

  My

Center – Graphically show when there is an
emergency or important notification
Postings – Simple and easy to use method of posting
your bids

  Blog

– Post opinions/information about various topics.
Can also be set up to allow site visitors to comment and
subscribe

  Business

/ Resource Directory – The Yellow Pages of your

website
  Calendar

– Create multiple calendars for various divisions
and departments

  Citizen

Request Tracker™ – Allow users to report a
problem while providing follow-up communication with
the point of contact

  Community

VoiceTM – Open forum in which citizens can
interact while allowing you to showcase projects in your
community

  Document

Center – Organize and house documents in
department or division folders and sub-folders

  ePayments

– The ePayments module is included with
our premium website solution and allows customers to
have the ability to process payment transactions via the
website. Additional fees will apply.

  Facilities

& Reservations – Facilities and meeting places
in one convenient place allowing reservations online

  Form

Center – Create custom online forms that can be
completed and submitted online

Asked Questions (FAQs) – Answer the most
frequently asked questions from your visitors
Postings – Post available jobs in an easy to access
manner
Dashboard – Allow users to personalize their dashboard
to stay updated on news, events, and information they care
about

  NotifyMeTM

– Send out mass emails to subscribers of specific
lists and modules, includes 500 SMS subscribers. More
SMS subscribers can be purchased for additional annual
subscription fees.

  News

Flash – Post organizational news items, right on your
home page, that are important to your citizens

  Opinion

Poll – Interact with your site visitors by posting
various questions and polls

  Photo

Gallery – Store and display photos

  Quick

Links – Place links on any page

  Real

Estate Locator – Lists residential and commercial
properties within the local community. Properties are
separated from the commercial properties with their own
functionality. Community members can post and manage
their own real estate listing by setting up their profile and
paying a small subscription fee.

  Spotlight

– Allows you to highlight important text or widgets
in a compact, easy-to-update module

  Staff

Directory – Detailed contact information for your staff
and offices

Social Networking & Gov 2.0
CivicPlus understands the importance of Gov 2.0 and how social
networking sites like Facebook and Twitter help governments
connect with their residents in unique and innovative ways.
From your existing community-centric pages on Facebook to
real-time Twitter feeds that can deliver emergency alerts, we
are dedicated to helping our clients integrate their web content
into the most dynamic social media sites and make their marks
in the world of Gov 2.0.
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CivicPlus can sync your website to your Facebook and
Twitter profiles to automatically publish news, notices, and
calendar events on Facebook with a link to your website for
more information. Twitter’s short, 140-character “tweets”
offers a way to distribute information quickly and effectively.
Other social networking sites (such as LinkedIn, YouTube,
Pinterest, etc.) can be featured on your website as links to
your profile on those websites.

  Content

Administrative Features

  Dynamic

  Instantaneous

Updates – Once published, updates are
posted to the live site in real time.

  Browser

Based – No installation of programs or software
needed! Your staff can update the site from an internet
connection or platform (Mac or PC) at any time.

  Mobile

Updates – Immediately update your site from any
location using your tablet or phone.

  Action

Items – Direct access to a queue of pending items
to be published or reviewed by the administrator upon
login.

  Site

Search and Search Log – Powerful site search
automatically indexes all content making it easy for
visitors to find information. A log of all words that have
been searched by visitors is kept, allowing you to update
highly searched information and feature key items.

  Automatic

Alt Tags – Built-in features ensure your site
is Section 508 compliant without having to know the
requirements.

  Content

Creation – CivicEngage makes it easy to add
new content, edit old content, and keep page layout
consistent through use of our What You See Is What
You Get (WYSIWYG) editor. Content changes will not
affect the design - site breadcrumbs, page structure
and sitemaps will dynamically update upon publishing.
With mega menus and drop-down, pop-out menu
functionality, you can essentially get to any page on your
website within a single click if desired!

  Content

Scheduling – Material throughout the entire
system can be set to auto-unpublish (expire) or it can be
manually retired.

Versioning – CivicEngage includes version
control, a history log for reviewing changes made within
the system, file locking through our permission system
and an archive of all published content.

  Dynamic

Layout – The layout for your website will be
determined by you and the designer. Placement of
navigation and dynamic areas are important in guiding
site visitors to key information quickly and easily.
Page Components – Events Calendar, FAQs,
Opinion Poll, News Flash and other new features may
be included as dynamic page components. Dynamic
Page Components may be placed on any page and
will help dedicated areas of the site appear as its own
website. For example, the entry page for your Parks
and Recreation Department can be customized with
specific lists of events, FAQs and news announcements
pertaining to that department.

  Dynamic

Breadcrumbs and Site Map – Dynamic
Breadcrumbs are used to show a visitor’s location within
the site. Breadcrumbs are automatically generated
by our system. A dynamically generated site map
automatically updates to reflect your new navigation if
changes are made.

  ePayments

/ eCommerce Integration – The ePayments
module is included with our premium website solution
and allows customers to have the ability to process
payment transactions via the website, saving staff time
and effort by of manually processing payments. To
take advantage of this module, additional processing
transaction and merchant account fees will apply.

  History

Log – Easily tracks changes made to your website
including items in your Page Menu, Archive Center,
Document Center and more. History Log information is
searchable, sortable and exportable.

  Integration/Interfacing

– CivicPlus’ integration services
work cohesively with most third-party software
applications. We have the capability to link with most
software or databases currently utilized. Systems such
as purchasing, taxes, assessment and utilities have been
developed for many of our clients.
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  Intranet

  Supported

  Levels

  Website

– An intranet is a secure location on your
website that allows employees and other groups to login
and access non-public resources and information. You
will have the ability to set up multiple intranet groups
with varying view rights.
of Rights – Levels of Rights may be defined as
publishers (create or publish) or authors (create but
not publish), or as administrators of modules. Assigned
groups may have the right to update their own content
without affecting web pages, menu structure, top of
page, banner or navigation.

  LDAP

or ADFS Integration – LDAP and ADFS provide
a powerful and simple way to manage users and
permissions by syncing your website with your existing
active directory database - negating the need for
multiple user upload and sign-on. Because LDAP or
ADFS integration require custom programming time,
additional fees apply.

  Link

Redirects – Instead of sending your users to http://
civicplus.com/248/Awards-and-Recognition, you can
send them to http://civicplus.com/awards. A more
intuitive approach to help visitors find particular pages.

  Maps

– Help website users find commonly requested
information such as bus routes, highways, tourist
attractions, education information, major employers,
or demographics. Maps can be simple, clickable maps,
using our Image Map Editor, or more sophisticated
JavaScript or Flash (additional fees required for
JavaScript or Flash development).

  Printer

Friendly – Our printer friendly functionality
separates critical content from the site template to
provide a clean print without menu structure and
banner information included.

Browsers – CivicPlus websites are viewable in all
common browsers. We optimize them for administrative use
with Windows 2000+ and in the two most recent versions of
major browsers including: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari
and Chrome.
Statistics – Administrators will be trained on the
use and analysis of web statistics, provided through Piwik
Analytics.

Application Programming Interfaces
We have nearly a dozen application programming interfaces
(APIs) throughout the system and continue to build more to
make integrations with our CivicEngage CMS and disparate
applications as straightforward as possible. It’s this “open
architecture” approach that allows your IT staff and
programmers to spend time creating applications and systems
that are specific to your community’s needs and tie them into
the site, using the site itself as a sturdy platform on which to
build.

CivicMedia - Mobile Video
CivicPlus offers a robust mobile video experience as part of our
CivicMedia solution. Consumption of video is continuing to grow,
and providing this option as part of your overall experience
is a must have to drive engagement for anything from board
meetings to community events. CivicMedia is available for an
additional fee.

Mobile Video
  Just

about any file format is supported and easily searchable,
shareable and accessible from almost any device.

  Drag-and-drop

uploading

  Includes

ability to stream live HD video (additional charges
may apply to continuous streaming).

  RSS

Feeds - RSS stands for Real Simple Syndication and
in short, it brings your site to the people. After signing
up, they receive email notifications of the latest news
updates.
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Sending Made Simple
Save Time. Improve Efficiency. Increase Engagement.

BENEFITS

A visually rich e-communication platform designed with governments and
citizens in mind.

Easily create customized messages

Communicating with your citizens just got easier.

Robust, yet simple to use
Seamless CivicEngage integration

With CivicSend, you can create professional-looking messages in minutes. Simply select your
communication channels (email, text, social media), then choose a template, customize, and send.
It really is that easy, that efficient.

CivicSend at a glance:
■

Versatile communication tool – Not just for newsletters

■

Communicates efficiently – From one interface to multiple channels

■

Robust analytics – Track and measure response rates

■

Mobile-responsive – Reach citizens anywhere

■

Autopost to website – All communication in one centralized location

■

Accesses your CivicEngage subscriber lists – Select one or multiple
notification lists

■

Template-based – Create attractive, engaging messages

■

Intuitive – Features a new, easy-to-use CivicPlus interface

■

Value-conscious – Offers unlimited emails and lists

CivicSend offers all this and more, right from the user-friendly interface of your CivicEngage solution.
You can create anything from simple messages to event invitations to multi-image e-newsletters. Our
templates make crafting professional-looking messages a snap – no experience necessary.
If using a centralized communication tool to save time, improve efficiency, and increase citizen
engagement is important to you, let us show you first-hand what CivicSend can do.

CONNECTING PEOPLE

CivicSend

888.228.2233

CivicSend.com

302 South 4th Street, Suite 500 Manhattan, KS 66502
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One communication solution. One user-friendly interface. Endless possibilities.

Since 2001, CivicPlus has been working to help local governments communicate the way citizens

Additional Services
Save your customized templates

most want to connect – digitally. Our solutions reach beyond interactive websites to help our clients
stay in step with today’s technology across the board. CivicSend answers the need for a robust,
anytime, mobile-ready communication solution.

for future communication
Add a lead-in message to text
messages and social media posts
Save Time

Improve Efficiency

Increase Engagement

Simplify your communication, beautifully.
CivicSend offers both beauty and brains. You can use it to craft visually rich messages, then measure
citizen engagement with our analytics dashboard.
Better yet, we’re saving you steps. Create your message using a single interface, then send through
multiple channels (email, text, social media). CivicSend also auto-posts the content to your website.
Our goal with CivicSend was to create an e-communication tool that does everything you need it to
do… and nothing you don’t. It’s sending made simple.

CONNECTING PEOPLE

CivicSend

888.228.2233

CivicSend.com

302 South 4th Street, Suite 500 Manhattan, KS 66502
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CivicMedia brings mobile video
to CivicEngage
Now you can offer your citizens video on-the-go.

DID YOU KNOW?

Today’s busy lifestyles clamor for information in a quick, easy-to-digest format – whenever, wherever.
If a local government really wants to stay connected with citizens, it’s crucial to offer on-the-go info

CivicPlus is trusted by over

and resources. With CivicMedia, now you can.

2,000 municipalities across the

In 2015, 107.1 million U.S. users were watching video
content on their mobile phones. These figures are
expected to grow to more than 136.9 million in 2019.*

US, Canada, and Australia.
With experience and insight,

*Source: statistica.com

we’ve been helping local
governments achieve more with
less for more than 15 years.

CivicPlus has upgraded our previous media center module, now called CivicMedia, to include the
features you (and your citizens) want most. You can livestream media in high definition to nearly any
device your citizens are using. Plus, store these videos for on-demand viewing later.

CivicMedia puts you in-touch with your citizens with:
Mobile Friendly Video with On-Demand Storage & Playback
■

Easy access to videos anywhere and anytime

■

High definintion playback on most mobile device

■

Dedicated storage space separate from your website

High Definintion Livestreaming
■

Clear and crisp viewing quality with high definition video streaming

■

Engaging real-time live videos

Drag & Drop Uploading
■

1

CivicPlus

Easy-to-use drag and drop uploading tool

888.228.2233

CivicPlus.com
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302 South 4th Street, Suite 500 Manhattan, KS 66502

Mobile video at your fingertips

THE FEATURES YOU WANT

HD Wave Broadcaster & Minimum Broadcasting Requirements:
1. 1080p FULL HD (1920×1080)

Mobile friendly video

■

Multi Core processors (AMD FX 4-Core Processor, AMD FX 6-Core Processor, AMD FX 8-Core

On-demand storage and playback
High definition video streaming
Livestream to all mobile devices
Drag and drop video uploading
Dedicated file storage

CPU: Intel Core™ i7 Extreme i7-975 3.33GHz or Intel Core™ i7 Extreme i7-965 3.2GHz or AMD
Processor)

■

Memory: 4GB – any DDR3 memory

■

Available HD Space: 10MB or more available disk space

■

Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7 or 8 compatible

■

Bitrate: 2000 Kbs recommended

2. 720p HD (1280×720)
■

CPU: Intel Core 2 Quad 3GHz or faster; AMD A-Series processor or faster

■

Memory: 4GB

■

Available HD Space: 10MB available disk space

■

Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7 or 8 compatible

■

Bitrate: 1200 Kbs and up recommended

3. 480p HD (854×480)
■

CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66GHz

■

Memory: 1GB

■

Available HD Space: 10MB available disk space

■

Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7 or 8 compatible

■

Bitrate: 512 Kbs and up recommended

CivicPlus – Technology that works with local government
We know technology moves fast, and we’re committed to keeping up so you can keep up too.
Our goal is to help you connect with your citizens in the ways they want to connect with you.
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CivicPlus

888.228.2233

CivicPlus.com

302 South 4th Street, Suite 500 Manhattan, KS 66502

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Discussion, Direction and Potential Action regarding Waiving Yard Sale Permit
Requirement for an Additional Year
Thursday, February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Councilwoman
Stolz.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:
The City previously waived the requirement to obtain a yard sale permit from the city in order to hold a yard
sale. This requirement was waived for one year which was February 2, 2017 through February 1, 2018.
Staff has had no significant issues with the requirement being waived over the past year.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
There is no fiscal impact.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Discussion and Direction regarding Establishing Voting Districts for City Council
Elections
Thursday, February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Marissa Trejo, City Manager

I. RECOMMENDATION:
There is no staff recommendation at this time. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Mayor
Vosburg.

II. BACKGROUND:

III. DISCUSSION:

IV. ALTERNATIVES:

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

STAFF REPORT - CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PUBLIC FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Subject:
Meeting Date:
From:
Prepared by:

Discussion and Direction regarding Credit Card Payments Accepted by the City of
Coalinga for Utility Billing Payments
February 15, 2018
Marissa Trejo, City Manager
Jasmin Bains, Financial Services Director

I. RECOMMENDATION:
Staff has no recommendation. This item was requested as a Future Agenda Item by Council member
Ramsey on February 1, 2018.

II. BACKGROUND:
The City of Coalinga adopted Resolution No. 3647 on July 10, 2014 establishing a convenience fee to enable
Paymentus Corporation to provide the service of credit card payments for utility billing customers.

III. DISCUSSION:
Paymentus currently provides electronic bill payment service for a fee of $2.95 per transaction in increments
of $200.00. The convenience fee of $2.95 is charged to the credit cardholder and collected directly by
Paymentus.
The service by Paymentus allows City utility customers the convenience of making utility payments 24/7 via
interactive Telephone Voice Response System and Web payments through a link from the City’s website.

IV. ALTERNATIVES:
The City Council has the option of absorbing the fees associated with the acceptance of credit cards
payment to be paid out of the Enterprise Funds as a cost of providing this service to the utility billing
customers. Such fees will be collected as part of the user fees charged to the utility customers.
If that is the direction Council provides, staff will bring back an item for Council action.

V. FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
File Name
No Attachments Available

Description

